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PREFACE.

This thesis contains an account of the experimental work
performed by the author at the University of Glasgow during the period
between October 19&7 and September 1970.
The research carried out was on the development and study of
position sensitive proportional counters and was initiated by
Dr. R.W.P. Drever.
The first chapter of this thesis is a discussion of the type
of experimental problems which require the spatial distribution of
ionizing radiation to be investigated and of the different methods of
obtaining position information*

The possible advantages of a

proportional counter system for the localisation of charged particles
and low energy x-rays are pointed out.
In the following chapter, the main factors which limit the
position resolution of any electrical detector are outlined, wâth
particular emphasis on the effect of the thermal diffusion of the
charge carriers in semiconductor counters, proportional counters and
spark chambers.
The material for these two chapters was taken mainly from the
literature, although the application of diffusion theory to the
calculation of the position resolution in the different detectors was
the work of the author*
Chapter III includes a general description of the method of
charge division on a resistive electrode for obtaining position
information from a counter;

and the lijnitations to position linearity

and resolution which result from the use of this method (as reported
in the literature) are discussed.

The electronic system required for

a position sensitive proportional counter is described and the design
and development by the author of a high precision ratio circuit for
this work is outlined.
The next chapter is an account of the experimental measurements
of resolution and linearity performed by the author on proportional
counters which were sensitive to position in one dimension.

The

position resolutions for single electrons, alpha particles and x-rays
were measured, and the experimental resolution for single electrons is
compared with the limitations from gas diffusion theory in Chapter V.
The data for this comparison was partly drawn from the literature;
one of

but

the methods used for calculating the electron diffusion in a

gas mixture was devised

by the author.

The interpretation of the

performance of these detectors, in Chapter V, is also that of the ivrriter.
Chapter VI deals with the building and operation of a two
dimensional position sensitive proportional counter which uses a new
method of obtaining the counter signal - from electrodes placed
between the anode and the cathode.
Dr, Drever.

This method was proposed by

The counter frame used for this work had been designed

initially by him, but a number of important modifications to it were
made by the author.
of its

The development of the counter and the investigation

perfomance were the entire responsibility ofthe author.
The appendix to

this thesis is an account ofan attempt to

observe proportional counter or Geiger counter operation in a
cylindrical detector filled with liquid hexane*

This v:ork was initiated

and carried out by the vnriter*
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Chapter I .

DETECTORS FCETHE LOCALISATION
OF IŒIZHJG R/JDIATIŒ.

Introduction
The developnent of different methods of radiation detection
has allowed many advances to be made in different scientific fields from the determination of nuclear properties to the visualisation of
organs in the human body treated with radioactive tracer material.
In particular, radiation detectors which give an electrical
output signal for the entry of a particle or photon have been of value,
because of their capabilities for fast data collection and display in
an experiment*

Unfortunately, these instruments - such as the

ionization chamber and the proportional, Geiger, scintillation and
semiconductor counters - give no information as to the spatial
distribution of the radiation detected and, as vd.ll be discussed belŒf,
this limits their usefulness for many applications.
There are three main classes of experiment where the position
of the incident radiation in a detector system should be Icnovn a)

Scattering experiments in nuclear physics.

b)

Spectrometer applications.

c)

The image formation of radiation distributions.

Scattering Experiments* Suppose an experiment for the scattering of
a beam of particles or photons from a target is to be carried out.

This

may be to determine the nuclear cross section of a particular target

2*
material for a given energy of particles, or to determine the
polarisation of the incident beam;

but, in general, it is the angular

distribution of the scattered particles or photons which is measured in
the experiment.

Techniques for making this type of measurement have

included the use of nuclear emulsions or the photographic output from a
spark chamber.

However, neither of these methods gives immediately

usable information and, in both cases, the expenditure of labour on the
scanning and measuring of the emulsions or plates is a serious
disadvantage.

An electrical detecting system eliminates both these

factors.
Although a single electrical counter is suitable for finding
the number of particles scattered from a beam at a given angle as, for
example, a function of the beam energy, there are difficulties if an
angular distribution has to be obtained.

For, in this case, the counter

must be moved to different angles and the count rate measured at each
angle (as in Fig.l-l(a).)

The total measurement time becomes long

(especially if the count rate is low) and the results are dependent on
the long term stability of both the incident particle beam and the
detecting equipment.

For angular distributions it is best to make

measurements on all angles of interest at the same time.

One method of

doing this is to have an array of detectors each with its own electronics
and readout facility, which is usually a scaler - Fig.l-l(b).

However,

if the angular range to be covered is large and high angular resolution
is required, the complexity and cost of the equipment becomes excessive
and the reliability of the system falls.

Thus there is a need in this
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type of eixperiment for a detector which gives direct position
information with a simple electronic readout system and which provides
fast data collection and display - Fig.l-l(c).

Information in one

dimension is usually sufficient for most applications;

but the

utilisation of a detector to give the position of the scattered particles
in two dimensions would make better use of the scattered beam and
would allow simpler alignment of the target and detector.

Spectrometer Applications. Another similar problem is encountered in
the analysis of the output of spectrometers, which deflect particles or
photons of different energy to different positions in space.

This

dispersion of different energies is obtained by magnetic effects for
charged particles and by diffraction for x-rays and ultra-violet
radiation.

Most magnetic spectrometers for charged particles (electrons,

protons, alpha particles, etc.) deflect particles of different energy on
to different points on a focal line or plane^and some type of detection
system which is position sensitive in one dimension must be placed on
this focal surface to measure the distribution of the radiation.

The

possible detecting systems are the same as those for scattering
experiments which were discussed above, and the same disadvantages of
these standard methods are encountered again.

Thus, in this case also,

a detector which gives direct position information in one dimension is
of considerable value (see Fig.l-2(a).)•
Such a detector system can also simplify the analysis of x-ray
spectra from a crystal or a povrder sample, or ultra-violet spectra from
a grating,as a direct measurement of the diffracted intensity at

FIG. 1-2
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k*
different positions can then be made.

Fig.l~2(b) shows a possible

arrangement for the diffraction of x-rays at a crystal surface, the
crystal being rocked through a range of angle to cover the required
spectral range.
In certain applications, such as the examination of crystal
structure by the diffraction of monochromatic x-rays by a powder sample
or by the diffraction of a continuous x-ray spectrum by a single
crystal, the diffracted beam carries information in two dimensions.
Thus, in order to obtain full information on the distribution of
intensity with position, a method of detection which is sensitive in
two dimensions is required.

Imaging Experiments,

This will be discussed below.

Kany of the applications of ionizing radiation

in the biological and medical field require the image formation of the
spatial intensity of x-raj^ or charge particles - for instance, in the
examination of crystal structure as was mentioned above;
radiography;

in x-ray

and in the visualisation of certain organs in the body

by the addition of radioactive tracer materials, which are usually
gamma ray emitting.
The normal photographic methods of x-ray shadow radiography do
not allow *in vivo* studies, where the movement of some part of the
body may be of interest^ and they do not give accurate intensity
information.

However, an electronic recording technique can overcome

these disadvantages.
Gamma ray imaging of a surface can be accomplished by the
scanning of a single detector (which is well collimated so that a small

part of the surface only is viewed at each position) over the area of
interest,or by having an array of detectors each with its own electronic
channel (see Figs,1-3(a and b).). Again the problems of measurement time
and complexity of apparatus are very relevant and improvements can be
made by the use of a simple position detecting system*
At present, there is a strong interest in x-ray astronomy and
in the imaging of soft x-ray sources such as solar flares.

This can be

achieved with an x-ray focussing telescope as used by Giacconi et al
(1960,63) in which the x-rays are reflected at grazing incidence, first
from a paraboloidal and then a hyperboloidal surface to give an image
of about 1cm diameter.

With the carriage of such devices in rockets,

satellites or balloons,which may not be recoverable, electronic
detection of the focussed x-ray flux is a considerable advantage in that
the information obtained can be conveyed to earth by telemetry.

One

method of building up the image of an x-ray source is to use a collimated
detector at the centre of the focal plane of the telescope so that it
only views a small element of the telescope*s field.
is shown in Fig.l-4(a),

This arrangement

The full image can be obtained by scanning the

telescope over the required area of sky.

However, this scanning would

not be necessary if an electronic counter with the capability of giving
the position co-ordinates of a detected photon was placed in the focal
plane of the telescope.
The same type of electrical counting technique would be of
value in the x-ray telescope suggested by Young (1963) and Mertz (196$),
in which the x-ray image of an area of sky can be reconstructed from the
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shadow pattern of a Fresnel zone plate vie^d.ng the area.
The position location in two dimensions of charge particles is
also of importance in the profile analysis of secondary charged
particle beams from accelerators,and in the analysis of chromatograph
plates for the detection of particular substances which have been tagged
with radioactive tracer.

In each of these cases the replacement of

the standard detection methods of a single counter or array

of

counters

with a detector giving direct position information can lead to a
simplification of the apparatus and experimental procedure.
These examples illustrate some of the applications where
relatively simple position sensitive electrical detectors are of use;
and in the following section a review of the different designs of such
detectors is given.

7o

Methods of Obtaining Position Information.
1)

From an array of detectors.
As has been mentioned before, the spatial distribution of

ionizing radiation can be obtained from an array of individual
detectors each with its ovm amplifier or photomultiplier and
associated electronics.

If the requirement for the large number of

amplifiers etc. can be overcome, such a system is suitable for the
applications already discussed.

Methods of obtaining a direct output

signal from such an array of detectors in one dimension have been
introduced.
One.of these is the connection of each counter to a different
point on a delay line such that the delays between the counters are
equal.

The detector which has recorded the entry of a charged particle

or photon can then be determined from the time difference between the
signals reaching the two ends of the line.

Such a system, as shoivn in

Fig.l-5(a)^has been constructed by Bilaniuk (1961), vdth 20 surface
barrier semiconductor detectors each 2mm vdde, for applications in
either the focal plane of a magnetic spectrometer or for the
measurement of the angular distribution of alpha particles from nuclear
reactions.
A similar principle has been used in spark chambers, with vdre
planes as the electrodes, for high energy nuclear scattering
experiments.

Each wire acts as an independent chamber and is connected

to a point on the delay line ^which can be of the standard electro
magnetic type or can be a magnetostrictive line.

The spark current from

FIG. 1-5
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a wire induces a longitudinal defomiation pulse in the magnetostrictive
material and, since this pulse moves with the speed of sound in the
material, the delay per unit length is greater than in a typical
electromagnetic line. Thus the resulting accuracy of position
measurement is better.

Position resolutions of 0 * 7 ™ full width at

half maximum (FJHÎ4) in two dimensions in chambers of up to 50cm side
have been achieved by Perez-Nendez et al (1965,67) in this way.

A

separate wire plane and delay line was used for each dimension.
Alternatively, an attenuating line can be used.

One such

arrangement is shovai in Fig.l-5(b) where the signal outputs of N
detectors are joined by equal resistances R and are grounded at both
ends through small resistances r.

Then^for a particle entering the

m^^ detector and producing a total pulse height E in the system, the
output across the resistance r at one end is proportional to E.m/il.
If the spread in the pulse height (e ) is small, the position is given
by the signal from one end alone.
in pulse height,

However, if there is a large spread

the output must be normalised by dividing the signal

from one end by the total signal (e ) to determine the counter which
has detected the event.
Both of these methods are of use only when there is an
electrical signal which can be applied directly to the delay or
attenuating line.

Therefore, in the case of an array of scintillator

crystals, a separate photomultiplier is still required for each counter.
To some extent this defeats the simplicity of the system.
In certain cases, the number of output channels can be reduced

9.

by binary coding the output signals from the detectors.

This requires

the addition of the signals from different detectors in different sub
groups.

For spark chambers this can be carried out with magnetic cores,

as used by Pullan et al (1966), and for scintillators by combining the
light from different parts of the detector before the photomultipliers.
Fig.1-6 shows the principle behind a scintillator system proposed by
Alvarez (I960) for particles which traverse the total thickness of the
detector.

For position location to one of seven sections, the

detector is constructed in three layers with alternate sections in each
layer of scintillator and perspex.

Each of the layers is viewed by a

photomultiplier and gives a binary co-ordinate of position.

An analogue

position signal can be obtained from a binary to analogue converter.
In general, for M sections, the number of multipliers, m, is given
approximately by 2^ = N+1.

A similar system using a single layer of

crystal and coupled to the multipliers through a special binary coded
mask has been developed by Slbek & Nakamura (1961) for the focal plane
of a magnetic spectrometer.
For the acquisition of bidimensional information, it is possible
to reduce the problem of obtaining the output from each detector
individually to one of separately reading the X and Y co-ordinates of
the counter which has recorded the entry of a particle.

If there are

N counters in the array, the number of channels is reduced from M to
2vfN*, i.e.sfN along the X direction andsJjT along the Y direction.
This can be achieved for arrays of Geiger, proportional or semiconductor
counters by adding the signals from the counter anodes in rows in one
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direction, and from the cathodes in columns in the other direction.
A two dimensional semiconductor counter of this type was
constructed by Hofker et al (1966).

The individual detectors were

formed on a single silicon crystal and rows of gold were deposited on
one face of the crystal and columns of aluminium deposited on the other.
The crystal was of 1.5cm diameter^ and ÔÔ

separate surface barrier

detectors, each of 1.37mm square, were formed between the strips of
metal.

This detector was for use as a counter telescope in angular

distribution experiments.
For an array of scintillator crystals, the addition to give
orthogonal rows and columns is carried out by having two light guides
from each crystal - one for a row and one for a column.

All the guides,

from a particular row or column, are taken to one photomultiplier tube.
This design was used by Bender & Blau (1963) in their autofluoroscope
for the bidimensional image forimtion of gamma ray sources in medical
applications.

An area of 15cm by 23cm was covered with 293 crystals

each 1.12cm square.

2)

Position

34 photomultipliers were required.

information from a single detector.

There is another class of detector comprising those counters
which themselves give position information.

The principle behind these

is usually similar to that for the readout of an array of counters
except that the delay or attenuation is part of the detectors*
construction.
For example, in a spark chamber, the delay may result from the

11.
finite speed of the sound from a discharge in the gas filling;

and

by timing the sound wave from the spark reaching transducers at the sides
of the chamberjl'Iaglic & Kirsten (1962) and Jones et al (1964) have
achieved resolutions in "b-ro dimensions of 0.?mm F J M in detectors of
50cm side.
In a Geiger counter the discharge propagates along its length
at a speed of the order of 10cm per microsecond, and the position of
entry of a charged particle or photon can be determined from the
time difference between the start of the pulse from the counter anode
and the discharge reaching a sensitive probe at one end of the counter.
Frank (1951) obtained a resolution of 2cm FV/M in a 50cm long Geiger
counter in this way.
Attenuation methods have been used for spark chambers, semi
conductor detectors, Geiger counters and gas proportional counters.

In each case, one of the electrodes is of resistive material and is
effectively grounded at both ends either by small resistors or by
charge sensitive preamplifiers which have a low input impedance.

The

situation is similar to that of Fig.l-5(b) except that the counter
electrode is a continuous resistor.

The signal from one end is given

by E.x /L where E is the signal produced on the stray capacity of the
counter of length L at a distance of x from one end.

If the spread of

the total signal is small^as is the case for spark chambers and often
for semiconductor detectors, the position is given directly by the
signal from one end.

However, if there is a spread of pulse heights

the position must be obtained from the ratio of the signal from one end

12.
to the total signal.

This technique has been applied to spark chambers

by Charpak (1963) to give position resolution of the order of 0.5mm in
50cm.
Surface barrier (and p-n) semiconductor detectors using this
principle have been built by a number of workers, e.g. Lauterjung et al
(1963), Bock et al (1966), Melzer et al (1968) and Owen & Awcock
(1967,68);

and Owen & Awcock have extended the technique to sensitivity

in two dimensions by using the second counter electrode as a resistive
line connected in an othogonal direction to the first one.

A

disadvantage of the normal surface barrier detector is its small sensitive
thickness (less than 1mm) so that energetic protons or electrons may not
be stopped in the depletion layer.

Therefore, the technique has been

applied to a surface barrier lithium drifted detector with a depletion
layer up to 3mm thick by Ludwig (I965).

A disadvantage of the resistive

electrode method is the high noise level which is generated by the
resistance of the signal electrode.

This will be discussed more fully

in connection with a proportional counter system in Chapter III, but it
should be pointed out that this restricts these semiconductor counters
to the detection of energies above a few hundred keV.

For 5©5 MeV alpha

particles in the maximum length of detector, which is restricted to
about 5cm by non-uniformities in the silicon, a resolution of 0.6mm
limited by electronic noise has been obtained by Keizer (I96Ô),
A position sensitive Geiger counter yielding a resolution of
2cm FVJHM in 70cm has been demonstrated by McDicken (1967) and a
proportional counter giving 1.2mm Fl'JHM in a length of 30cm by

13.
Kuhlmann et al (1966).

In each case the position was obtained from

the ratio of the signal from one end of the counter to the total signal.
Other systems for measuring the spatial distribution of
radiation are in existence.

For instance, the digitisation of the

position of the discharge in a spark chamber by means of a vidicon
tube viewing the chamber.

This system, as proposed by Gelemter (1961),

should allow a position resolution of about 1mm in 1 metre.
Direct position information in two dimensions from a single
scintillator crystal can be obtained by coupling the crystal to a
number of photomultiplier tubes and weighting the output from each tube
according to its position.

In this way Anger (1963,66) in a gamma ray

camera for medical applications achieved a resolution of better than
1cm for x-rays of 100 to 500 keV in a crystal of 29cm diameter coupled
to 19 photomultiplier tubes.
Resolutions of better than 1mm over areas of several hundred
square cm can be achieved with a screen of small crystals coupled to
an image intensifier tube, and systems of this type are in extensive use
for medical x-ray radiography (see Clark (1963)).

However there are

difficulties in the operation of these systems, mostly as a result of
the loss of light in the optical coupling between stages, and this is
a serious limitation to their use in many applications.

The image

intensifiers do not give a direct electrical readout, but this can be
obtained from a vidicon tube vievdng the intensified image.

The Detector S:^/stems.
A position sensitive detector for application to the problems

14•
discussed earlier in this chapter should have the f o U oidng properties a)

High position resolution over the length or area
used in an experiment.

b)

The capability for fast data collection, analysis
and display.

c)

Simplicity and low cost of information readout.

d)

A high efficiency for the radiation to be detected.

e)

The capability for determining the energy deposited
in the detecting medium.
The relative importance of these points depends on the

particular experimental problem for which the detector is to be used,
but it is unlikely that any one design of detector will satisfy all
the requirements at the same time.
Scintillation counters have a high efficiency for x and gamma rays
and charged particles;

although this efficiency for x and gamma rays

depends on the type and the geometry of the crystals and falls with
increasing photon energy.

They have a count rate capability of

greater than 10^/sec. and can deterirdne the energy deposited in them.
However, if an array of scintillators is used as a position sensitive
detector, the position resolution is always limited by the size of the
individual crystals

to a few mm;

if such resolution is to be

attained over a length of the order of 10cm the electronics required
are rather complicated.

A single crystal viewed by a number of

photomultipliers gives the same order of resolution and the electronic
system is not much simpler.

However, in some cases, the use of a

15-

scintillator image intensifier system may overcome these problems giving better position resolution

ir d _ th

a simpler readout;

although

in most situations the difficulties of optical coupling outweigh the
advantages.
Semiconductor counters show the same order of count rate
capability and provide energy resolution, but there are restrictions
to their use also*

For instance, the high electronic noise which is

present in most surface barrier detectors and all the counters with a
resistive electrode, makes them of little use for soft x-rays.
if an array of separate detectors is

Also

used the resolution is limited

to about 1mm; and if a resistive electrode detector is used, the
sensitive area is usually smaller than 5cm by 5cm because of the
available size of Icn^r cost silicon crystals of uniform resistivity.
It would be possible to design a low noise cooled system of individual
lithium drifted detectors for x-ray measurements but the cost would be
very high.
Some gas filled counters do not have the disadvantages mentioned
above of the solid state detectors but they have other disadvantages.
The most important of these is their low efficiency for high energy
x-rays and gamma rays.

This can be improved to some extent by the

choice of a filling gas of high atomic number, at high pressure, and
the use of a lead converter screen in front of the counters for gamma
rays above 1 MeV.

However, the gas filled counters are most suited to

the detection of charged particles, for which they are about 100%
efficient, and of low energy x-rays.

16.
Geiger counters come into this category but their position
resolution appears to be limited to a few cm by the mechanism of the
spread of the discharge and they provide no energy resolution.

Spark

chambers give high position resolution, but their count rate of
3
around lO/sec. is relatively poor, they have no energy resolving
capability and in most cases they require their electric field to be
externally triggered.

This latter factor is a serious disadvantage

as it prevents these chambers from being used for the detection of
charged particles or x-ray photons which are stopped in the detecting
medium.

In order to overcome this, PuUan et al (1966) have

introduced a chamber with a constantly applied electric field for the
location of low energy beta particles from chromatograph plates.

The

position is obtained from binary coding the signals from multiwire
electrodes.

Unfortunately, the system is insensitive for 10 milliseconds

after each spark and the spurious counting rate tends to be high.

A

more interesting system has been developed by Lansiart et al (1966) for
the detection of x-rays in a spark chamber.

A grid is placed between

the spark chamber plates and is used as a proportional counter to
trigger the chamber.

This device has only been operated with an

optical or photographic output, but the method should be applicable to
chambers with an electrical readout, vrlre planes as the cathode and
the anode giving information in two dimensions.
At the time when the author*s research commenced, it seemed
that the scintillation counters, semiconductor detectors and spark
chambers all had serious restrictions on their use;

and it was thought

17.
that many of the disadvantages of these systems wouid not be
encountered if position information was taken from a gas proportional
counter.

The gas proportional counter has been used for many years

for the detection and energy measurement of x-rays (in the range 200 eV
to 50 keV) and charged particles, at count rates of up to 10^/sec.

It

requires no external triggering and has been shown by Kuhlraann et al
(1966) to provide position information at high resolution, in one
dimension, with a relatively simple readout system.

Certainly, the

detection efficiency of such a counter for high energy x-rays and
gamma rays is low, and in this respect position sensitive proportional
counters could not compare with the scintillation detectors for gamma
ray imaging.

However, it is envisaged that their main use would be for

the detection of x-rays (below 50 keV) and of charged particles.
Thus, the work which is described in this thesis was undertaken
a)

To examine the factors which govern the position resolution
of a gas proportional counter.

b)

To demonstrate the operation of such counters in one
dimension using a resistive electrode to give position
information for charge! parti d e s and low energy x-rays.

c)

To extend the position sensitivity of a proportional counter
to a second dimension and to demonstrate its use for the
formation of x-ray shadow images.
This extension to a second dimension uses a new method of

collecting the detector signal on induction electrodes placed between
the anode and the cathode.

lô.

Chapter II.
THE FUNDAMENTAL LBIITATICNS TO THE P Œ I T I Œ
RESOLUTION OF SG'IS ELECTRONIC DETECTORS.

Introduction
The resolution of a position sensitive detector of radiation
is limited by a number of basic factors which are common to almost all
designs, but whose relative importance depends on the application of
the detector.

It will be realised that in the case of counter arrays

these effects may often be masked by the finite size of the individual
elements *
There are four factors which limit the position resolution of
any detector and these are a)

The direction and collimation of theincident beam

of radiation.

b)

Noise in the associated electronics.

c)

The interaction of the radiation with the detecting medium,

d)

The internal characteristics of the detector.
As far as the direction and collimation of the radiation is

concerned, this is something which ^in principle,can be improved to any
desired extent and so will not be considered further.

The noise in the

electronics is not really fundamental in most cases, except perhaps for
the resistive electrode type of counter and thiscase will

be

considered in detail in Chapter III.
However, the interaction of the radiation with the detecting
medium is furdamental and important in its effect on the resolution.
Depending on the type of radiation, the primary electrons may have
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considerable energy and so the track of a particle in a counter can
be effectively broadened either by the formation of delta rays
(primary electrons which have enough energy to ionize further atoms)
or by the thermal diffusion of the primary electrons, due to their
relatively high energy with respect to the atoms or molecules of the
medium.

In particular,with x-rays or gamma rays, and depending on

the photon energy, the resolution may be limited by the distance
travelled by the photoelectrons released from the atoms of the medium,
or by the range of the Compton electrons and re-emitted x-rays, or by
the distance travelled by the positron electron pairs formed and their
annihilation gamma rays.

In these cases of the spreading of primary

ionization, the only way to optimise the resolution is to use a
medium of relatively high density.

Another problem encountered is the

multiple scattering of high energy particles (e.g, electrons) in the
detecting medium and this can considerably degrade the resolution.
It can be realised that the effects of these interactions with
the detecting medium on the resolution are very dependent on the type
and energy of the radiation and so have to be calculated for each
individual case.
However^the conditions of use do not affect the internal
characteristics of a detector very much; and since these character
istics are intrinsic in any measurements made with a detector, it is
worth considering the methods by which they limit the resolution.

It

seems that, for both semiconductor and gas filled counters, thermal
diffusion of the charge carriers is the principle cause of resolution
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limitation of this type;

although in certain gas filled counters

the resolution may be deteriorated by the effect of ultra-violet
photons released in the detection process.

Unfortunately, it is

difficult to calculate the magnitude of this latter effect, but this
v/ill be mentioned again later in connection with the gas proportional
counter.
The foUovdng section of this chapter describes the magnitude
of the thermal diffusion effect in a semiconductor counter, a gas
proportional counter and a spark chamber.

It is of interest to

compare the limitations of each.

The Effect of the Diffusion of the Charge Carriers
on Different Counters,___________________________
Ionizing radiation entering either a semiconductor or a gas
filled counter liberates charge carriers which drift under the
influence of an electric field to suitably placed electrodes,and thus
allow the presence of the radiation to be detected.

During this

drift of the positive charge carriers towards the cathode and the
negative ones towards the anode, the charge distribution in space will
change;

and in general it is the positions of the centres of charge

of the distributions reaching the collecting electrodes which are of
interest in position sensitive detectors.
Suppose that an ionizing particle deposits N ion pairs (or
electron hole pairs) somewhere in such a detector and that they are
located within a small element of space.

When no electric field is

present and if recombination is neglected the particles of each
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distribution will obey the diffusion equation.
^
= D+
àt
Where p + are the densities of the particles and

SL.l

p + are the diffusion coefficients ofthe particles in each
distribution.
The solution of this equation is

Where t is the tine which has elapsed since the diffusion began and N
is the number of particles diffusing.
VJhen extended to particles moving in the Zdirection under the
influence of an electric field, Llewellyn-Jones (1966) has shown that
the equation becomes

Where W+ are the r elative velocities of the positive and negative
charge carriers «
Equation 2*3 is a Gaussian distribution.
For the charge carriers drifting in the Z direction in a
detector, as in Fig*2-1, the charge distributions in either the X or Y
direction are Gaussian, of

Fw®i^ = 31J w + t t

-

3.^1+.])^ Ç+

w+
and

a .14-
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where Ç. -f are the distances in the Z direction drifted by the positive
and negative carriers at velocity VJ+ and W- respectively.
However, it is usually the mean position, in either the X or the
Y direction, of each charge distribution which is of interest in a
position sensitive detector;
position of FdHW E^or E
=

E

and this has a Gaussian dependence on

where

3

=

/

J h T

a . G

^o<)e_ay Z J N

a. 7

N being the number of carriers diffusing in each case.
In principle, the diffusion limitation to the position resolution of the
detector is given by a combination of

and E

^ each being weighted

according to its contribution towards the total signal;

but in some cases

it may only depend on the diffusion of one sign of carrier.
Before the application of this theory to any design of counter
it should be remembered that it has been assumed that the N ion pairs
are liberated within a small element of space^and so a further
summation over a number of elements must be carried out if the diffusion
of a track of primary ionization is to be calculated.

Diffusion in a Silicon Surface Barrier Detector.
According to Sharpe (1964), the diffusion coefficients for
electrons and holes in a condensed medium are given by
])^ =
-.

bl
-e

a.8

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T
is the electron charge and

is the absolute temperature ^

are the charge carrier mobilities.
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For silicon

P-- = O o o

rec.

p-+ =

roo cv^yvjoLt

and so
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at room temperature
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For a typical surface barrier detector the collection time of the
carriers may be 10 to 100 nanoseconds, so that for N electron hole pairs
3 & x \o"^

while
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In a resistive electrode type of detector (e.g. Ov-;en & Awcock
(1967)), where the position, in a direction perpendicular to the
electric field, is essentially being continuously measured during the
full diffusion time of the charge carriers, the FWHÎ! of the mean
position is probably of the order of

or

• It can be seen from

the figures above that^for all practical applications, the diffusion
limitation to resolution in such a counter is negligible.

In practice,

it is the electronic noise from the resistive electrode which is the
main limiting factor.

Diffusion in Gas Filled Chambers.
Gas filled position sensitive detectors tend to be rather
more complicated than the semiconductor detector, since they usually
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involve seme type of internal amplification of the ionization deposited
in them.

a )■The Proportional Counter.
The gas proportional counter is characterised by the fact that
the primary electrons liberated undergo a multiplication process in a
high electric field in the gas, the spatial extent of the discharge
being limited to a small region#

Since the geometry of the detector

usually is chosen so that the multiplication only occurs very close to
the anode, the signal pulse on the anode is mainly due to the positive
ions, produced in the avalanche region, moving away from the anode.
However, the total diffusion limitation must include a) the diffusion
of the electrons in the drift region, b) the diffusion of the electrons
in the avalanche region, and c) the diffusion of the positive ions as
they drift away from the anode.

There is no need to consider the

primary positive ions in this case as they play a negligible part in
the detection process.
The typical magnitude of the diffusion quantities are calculated
for a 3cm diameter proportional counter fitted with a 10 jxwv diameter
anode wire and filled with methane gas at atmospheric pressure.

The

quantity D//i is a function of the electric field at unit pressure i.e. E/P - and since E/P is a function of the distance from the
central wire (r) in cylindrical geometry. D/d is also a function of r.
So, for the drift region

Ekjt =

(vl

a. 13
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where the integration is over the distance drifted by the N electrons.
For a typical electric field, to achieve the required gain from the
counter, it can be shov;n from the data of Cochran & Forester (1968)
for methane that

I

il- A v
W-

=

5'x\o

cwv

3.VW

and so

for electrons drifting from the cathode towards the anode.
In the avalanche region, the value of the electric field per
unit pressure is high - about 300 volts/cm torr.

For a Kaxwellisn

distribution of electron energies
D/d = 1/^g 92

^

1/2

(Cochran & Forester)

3 . 1G

where v] is the electron temperature, i.e. the ratio of the mean
kinetic energy of the electrons to their thermal energy.

From the data

of Schlumbolra (1965) for methane
= 200 for

e /P

=

300 volts/cm torr

and so
D/rf =

2 X 10“ ^cm

If this value of D/d is taken as the mean value for the avalanche region,
which has a length of the order of the wire diameter, then

^

^ ■' ° ' / w

where N* is the mean number of electrons in the avalanche.

As far as
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the positive ions in the avalanche region are concerned, their diffusion
—2 2
coefficient is about 5 x 10*" cmYsec, and since it is customary to use
the first few microseconds of the anode pulse, the diffusion of their
centre of charge in this time vn.ll be

Et

~

/ T fT"

:i.'g

where N** is the number of positive ions drifting.

Hov;ever, since the

position has actually been measured continuously during the positive
ion drift, the observed K.HI in position, due to the positive ions, vdll
be smaller than this.
n

I

In a proportional counter K < N * < N '' — 10

to 10

and so the

only really significant factor is the electron diffusion in the non
avalanche region.

For a proportional counter, if the possibility of

ultra-violet spreading of the discharge is ignored, the position
resolution along the anode wire should be given by equation 2.13

Is)

which has a value in this case of 0.75/ \/N"mm for primary ionization
foraied close to the counter v.indovf.

For high energy particles which

pass through the counter at right angles to the anode, the contributions
from each element of the track of the ionization must be summed.

This

gives a resolution limitation analler than 0.75/ VN mm.
This theory can be applied to multiv/ire counters of the design
to be described in Chapter VI to give the same order of resolution
limitation•
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b)

The Spark Chamber.
The analysis of spark chamber resolution is similar.

In this

case, the multiplication of primary electrons, under the influence of
an electric field, continues until the space charge field of the slowly
moving positive ions negates the applied field.

Further development

of the discharge is due to the creation of more avalanches along the
axis of the initial ones by ultra-violet photons emitted in re combination
processes in the space charge limited avalanches.

There are a number of

factors which broaden the discharge, namely, the diffusion of the
primary ionization during the time betvreen the ionization being formed
and the chamber being triggered;
avalanche;

the diffusion of the ions during the

and the broadening of the avalanche due to the positive ion

space charge, as described by Llewellyn-Jones (1966).

Hov;ever, it can be

shovai that, due to the large number of ions in the avalanche, the error
in the mean position of the spark from the avalanche effects are small
compared with the diffusion during the triggering time.

For a chamber

filled with neon at atmospheric pressure vjith a 1cm gap and a clearing
field of 50 volts/cm, the diffusion coefficient of the electrons in the
gas, calculated from the data of Healey & Reed (1941), is about
Io 2
6 X 10 cm /sec. For a typical trigger delay time of 3 x 10 sec. this
diffusion results in an error in the mean position of the N initial
electrons of 1.4/ n/n mm Fl!HM.

The positive ions can be ignored due to

their small diffusion coefficient.

Thus for minimum ionizing particles

where N is about 50 ion pairs/cm in neon, the error in the mean of
the distribution is about 1.4/ \/50mm, i.e. 0.2mm FdH-i, and this should
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be the position resolution of the chamber.

Conclusion.
These rather appro:djnate calculations serve to give some idea
of the basic physical resolutions of the detectors.

It is of interest

to note that the intrinsic resolution of the proportional counter is
of the same order as that of the spark chamber, but is poorer than that
of the semiconductor detector.
The theory for the resolution of a cylindrical proportional
counter will be considered again later^ when the resolution predictions
for different mixtures of argon and methane are compared ifith the
experimental results.
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Chanter III.
PRINCIPLE m u DESIGN OF SOME PROPORTIŒAL
COUNTER SYSTEMS.
Introduction
The technique of charge division on a resistive electrode was
chosen for the proportional counters to be described in this thesis.
VJhen an ionizing particle enters a proportional counter, a
charge pulse is induced on an electrode, which is usually the anode of
the counter, mainly by the positive ions from the avalanche moving in the
electric field;

if this electrode is resistive and effectively earthed

at both ends the charge will leak off as a current in both directions.
For example, consider a particle producing ionization in a
cylindrical proportional counter at a distance X from one end and Y from
the other.

Then the pulse induced on the anode wire will cause a current

to flow in the X direction and

in the Y direction
where Rx and Ry are the resistances to earth in the two directions.

X x + Xu
and so

X~x
X t<"bX

cL (

y -A

_
R"X

R y

3.3
^
L.

3. H-

whereLis the length of the anode of uniform resistance.
If these currents are integrated by low impedance charge sensitive
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preamplifiers connected to the ends of the wire, where they behave as
virtual earths, and are filtered and further amplified, then a
measure of the position of a counter avalanche is given by the ratio of
the output from one end of the v/ire to the total output.
This can be extended to position detection in two dimensions,
if a separate electrode is provided for each dimension.
However, as a consequence of using this method of analysis,
there are certain limitations to the linearity and position resolution.
A proportional counter with a resistive electrode effectively
grounded at both ends can be considered to be a diffusive transmission
line with its two ends connected to earth.

Then the theory developed

for the similar case of a semiconductor counter by Oi;en & Awcock (1967)
and Kalbitzer & Melzer (1967) can be applied to find the limitations to
linearity and resolution.

These authors have sho^m that, for such a

detector, the rise time of the pulses appearing on the preamplifiers at
each end of the resistive electrode depends on the position of the
ionization released in the counter.

It can be appreciated, therefore,

that for a fixed amplifier time constant there may be a variation of
the total output signal ^vith position and a non-linearity in the
position signal.

The magnitude of this effect depends on the

distributed resistance (r) and capacitance (C) of the detector and on
the amplifier time constants.

According to Doehring, Kalbitzer & Melzer

(1968) the variations and non-linearities are less than 1% if, for
equal integrating and differentiating time constants,
amplifier

in the
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where RC is the time constant of the detector;

and the results of

O/en & Awcock (196?) suggest that these effects are negligible if
Tft

a ac

3.4

The equivalent noise generator of a diffusive transinission line
detector grounded at both ends was shown by Qjen & Awcock to be a
resistance in parallel with a capacitor*

The resistance Rd is equal to

the resistance of the signal electrode and the capacitance Cd is the
detector capacity divided by 3, if the amplifier time constant is longer
than that of the detector*

According to O/ren & Awcock, the resulting

noise from the detector is then just the Johnson noise from the signal
electrode, which can be expressed in terms of mean square number of
electrons at a preamplifier input as

w f

_

qjwr ( 1. ]

3.7'

The noise from the input stage in each of the preamplifiers can be
considered to be generated by a resistance Rs in series with the input
to the preamplifier.

For a field effect transistor

I'' ^
tvwhere g^ is the transconductance of the f.e.t.

An analysis of the

output noise in terms of the mean square number of electron charges at
the input gives

_
A
where

-
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f is the feed back capacity of the charge sensitive preamplifier.
Since the position measurement is obtained from division of the
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signal from one end of the electrode by the total signal, the noise
in both these quantities will play a part in limiting the resolution.
The noise from one end is the sum of the Johnson noise and the
preamplifier noise expressed as
3.
N

3
:=

4-

3.
YVk

sa

In the case of the noise in the total output signal, the Johnson noise
entering the two preamplifiers is correlated and so averaged out in the
sumning process, leaving only the total preamplifier noise .

It should be possible to minimise the electronic noise by the choice
of an optimum amplifier time constant
Rd and Cd in use.

for the particular values of

However, in the system to be described, the time

constants were not optimised for low noise but were fixed at 2 micro
seconds to satisfy the pulse shape requirements of'the ratio circuitry.
For a typical counter of length between 10cm and 100cm
(electrode resistance of 1 kilohm to 10 kilohm), preamplifiers of series
noise resistance about 200 ohms, and main amplifiers of 2 microseconds
time constant, the Johnson noise predominates and is of the order of
10^ rms electrons.

Therefore, in order to achieve a resolution of

better than 0*5^ of the detector*s length, the detector signal must be
equivalent to about 10

7

to 10

8

electrons*

Under these conditions the

proportional counter is probably operating in a region of limited
proportionality and certain difficulties, which will be discussed later,
are introduced.
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Electronic System for Position Analysis.

Before the development of and the measurements on the
proportional counter systems are fully described in later chapters,
an outline of the design of counters adopted and of the electronic
circuitry required is now given.
A block diagram of the one dimensional system is shœm in
Fig.3-1o Each counter used in this case is of the standard cylindrical
type, fitted with high resistance anode wire which is held at positive
potential and acts as the signal electrode.

To each end of this anode

is connected directly a charge sensitive (field effect transistor)
preamplifier which acts as a virtual earth and integrates the total
charge arriving at each end.

The output signals from these are

amplified with 2 microsecond equal integrating and differentiating time
constants.

The total signal is obtained by summing the output of both

preamplifiers on an operational amplifier which is part of the input
stage of one of the main amplifiers.

The signals from the main

amplifiers are then fed to a ratio circuit, and the ratio obtained is
stored in a multichannel pulse height analyser.

In order that

accurate measurements of small changes in the position signal from the
ratio circuit can be made, a biased amplifier is used between the ratio
circuit and the pulse height analyser.

This circuit biases off the

lovrer part of a pulse and allows the peak region to be measured at
higher gain than otherwise.
The two dimensional system shorn in Fig.3-2 is very similar to
that for one dimension.

A multiwire anode counter is used, but the
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signal in this case is induced on vjires lying between the anode and
the cathode.

As described in Chapter VI there are two sets of

induction planes of resistive wire, and the wires in one are perpen
dicular to but insulated from the \i±res in the other*
position detection in both dimensions.

This allows

The anode is held at a

positive potential and the cathode negative, and the induction wires
are at ground potential*

It is assumed that the total charge signal

on the two planes will be in a constant ratio close to 1, and so, only
one total signal output is required for the two dimensions*

Then one

plane of vfires has a preamplifier at each end ^while the other has a
preamplifier at one end only and is earthed at the opposite end.

The

main amplifiers are the same as for the one dimensional case and the
ratio circuit was extended to allow both signals to be processed
simultaneously. .Fig*3-2 shows the storage of the output on a cathode
ray storage oscilloscope, although a bidimensional multichannel
analyser was also used for measurements.
The input stages of the preamplifiers had to be modified before
they were suitable for these applications;

since it vfas necessary to

have higher effective input capacities than in standard preamplifiers,
in order to obtain a large ratio change from one end of a counter to
the other*

The coupling capacitors were included in the feed back

loops of the amplifiers, so that the anode wire at high voltage could
be connected directly to the charge sensitive inputs of the
preamplifiers; and the feedback capacitors were increased from 1 picofarad
to 20 picofarads to give effective input capacities of 5 x 10^ picofarads.
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The sensitivities of the amplifiers then become 0*02 volts per 10

7

electron charges at their inputs.
If the position resolution of the system is to be better than
Oc5/^ of the total length, it is clear that the system used for taldjng
the ratio must give this accuracy, i*e. the variation of ratio output
for a change in input pulse height at constant ratio, or for a change
in count rate must be smaller than this value*

This is a fairly

difficult requirement vrhich at the time of designing and building the
one dimensional detector system was not met by any commercially
available units*

Thus a circuit had to be designed and built specially

for this counter system.

The Ratio Circuit.
A ratio circuit can be designed in several ways;

perhaps the

simplest system is to digitise the outputs from the counter and then
carry out the division by computer (Debenham et al (1969)) but this
tends to be rather expensive in that it monopolises a small computer
during the time when the counter system is in operation.
Some circuits use logarithmic techniques which have the
advantage that they can accept a large dynamic range of pulse heights,
and in many cases can analyse the input in less than 1 microsecond.
One method (Bennet (1962)) is to utilise the exponential decay time of
RC networks, but this is probably inferior to the more standard
design of Strauss & Brenner (1965) in which division is accomplished by
taking the logarithm of the input signals, subtracting and talcing the
antilogarithm of the difference*

An accuracy of division of about 0.253
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is obtained from this latter circuit, but the relative complexity of
the solid state log. and antilog. function generators needed to obtain
such accuracy did not seem desirable to the author.
If a high dynamic range of input signal is not required (and
this is the case for the counter system described here), there is a
simpler type of circuit which relies for its operation on the
relationship between input and output voltage and time in an
integrating circuit.

Several designs of ratio circuit based on this

principle have been reported, e.g. by Tsuîcuda (I964) and by Kuhlmann &
Schimmer (I966) but they have tended to show excessive dispersion of
their output, i.e. a variation of the ratio output of several percent,
either for variation of the input at constant ratio over its dynamic
range or for variation of the repetition rate of the input pulses over
its possible range.
It seemed, however., that the accuracies of .such systems could
be improved by the use of better circuitry, dc coupled to avoid count
rate effects.

Therefore, a new ratio circuit, using the voltage-time

relationships of integrating circuits was designed and built to provide
the accuracy required for the proportional counter system.
The basic operation of such a ratio circuit is shovm in
Figo3-3#

Suppose it is required to find the ratio Vb/^.^ of two

voltage steps Va and Vb.

Then if these steps are applied simultaneously

to the inputs of two integrating circuits, the output voltages are
given after a time by
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where K and K* are constants of the integrators*

If the output from

integrator A is used to trigger a discrirrdnator at a level Vs and the
discriminator signal stops the integration of Vb, then, from
equations 3.11 and 12 the integration time t^ is
■
and

Vb* =

&
K*.Vs

ir~

3.13
x

Vb

^

^

3-1^

i.e. the output of integrator B is proportional to the ratio of Vb
to Va,
However, the airiplified proportional counter pulses are not
voltage steps and only remain at their peak voltage level for a
short time.

In practice, therefore, these pulses have to be stretched

and maintained at their peak amplitude while the integration is carried
out.

Further circuitry is required - to reset the system after a ratio

has been measured;
output;

to perform functions such as the shaping of the

and to restrict the operation to a range of input pulses for

which thesystem is linear and accurate.
The full block diagram of theauthor*s ratio circuit which
incorporates pulse stretcher circuits and a single channel pulse
height analyser to control its operation is shown in Fig,3-4 and \dJLL
noiv be discussed.
Positive pulses (from the main amplifier) enter the system
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through gates which are normally open, and are then delayed by 1 micro
second before they appear at the stretcher inputs in order to cut dcr/ai
the effect of certain svd.tching transients in these circuits.

If the

denominator (Vl -K V2) pulse exceeds a fixed level set on the pulse
height analyser, the lower level discriminator output sets the flip-flop
1 which opens the stretcher gates and allows stretching of the pulses
to commence.

The resulting negative stretched pulses are only allowed

to proceed through the gates to the integrators if VI + V2 lies within
a definite vduidow range of the pulse height analyser.

These stretcher-

integrator gates are controlled by the vdjadow output of the pulse
height analyser through flip-flops IIA and IIB, and integration is
initiated by the same window signal through flip-flop III.

The VI + V2

integrated output triggers a discriminator at a fixed threshold
voltage, and the output of the discriminator performs a number of
functions.

Firstly, it resets the flip-flops I and II and so, by

resetting the stretchers and closing the stretcher-integrator gates,
stops the integration.

After a 3 microsecond delay it resets flip-flop

III which controls the integration, thus giving a 3 microsecond long flat
top to the integrator output.

The direct signal fr<xn the discriminator

is also used to control the output gate so that only the last 3 micro
seconds of the VI integrated pulse appears as the ratio output.

There

may be a slight delay in this discriminator firing which leads to
dispersion in the circuit;

but this is compensated for by a variable

delay in the setting of the flip-flop JIB and so in the starting of the
numerator integration.
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However, with this system, it is possible that pulses which lie
above the analyser window could be stretched but would not be
integrated.

In this case, the stretcher would not be reset, since

there would be no discriminator signal.

This was overcome by using the

I

upper level discriminator output of the analyser to reset flip-flop 1
in such a situation.
The input gates in front of the stretchers and pulse height
analyser are to prevent other pulses entering the system while the
previous ones are still being processed, and they are normally open.
They are controlled through flip-flop III, being closed by the v/indow
pulse from the pulse height analyser and reopened at the end of the
output pulse by the delayed discrininator signal*

In order to prevent

the processing of chopped pulses caused by the input gates opening
when pulses are present on the input , the denominator (71 -f V2) pulses
operate a veto discriminator as they appear at the input gates.

The

output from this discriminator is present for the time duration of the
VI + V2 pulse and is added to the main discriminator output in such a
way as to inhibit the resetting of flip-flop III*

This prevents the

opening of the ratio circuit until the input pulses are no longer present.

Important Points in the Circuitry.
The main causes of dispersion and non-linearity in a ratio
circuit of this type are non-linearities in the stretchers and the
integrators;

the distortions of pulse heights by the addition of

pedestals and transients from gate circuits;

delays in stopping the
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integration;

and variation in the relative dis crimination level (Vs)

with count rate.

These effects have been reduced to an acceptable

level in the present circuitry

as shovm. in Fig.3-5 to 3-&.

Integrated

circuits have been used wherever possible, because of their reliability,
small size, and lovf cost;

and dc coupling has been adopted between all

the analogue stages to avoid the large variation of output pulse height
with count rate, which is inherent in many designs.

Each circuit will

not be described in detail, but the salient features which led to the
attainment of the necessary accuracy are discussed below.
Each stretcher circuit effectively charges a capacitor through
a diode to the peak voltage of the input pulse, and allows the
capacitor to hold this voltage for a required time.

In order to avoid

non-linearities associated vrith the voltage drop across the charging
diode and the pedestal introduced by the stretcher gate, the condenser
charging is performed within the feed back loop of a high gain
operational amplifier (SG3

702c integrated amplifier).

The drop in

amplitude of the stretched pulse with time is maintained at an
acceptable level by the use of a high input impedance field effect
transistor source follower output circuit across the storage capacitor.
A second feed back loop, which only becomes operational when the
charging diode has cut off, is provided to prevent saturation and
possible damage to the integrated circuit when a stretched pulse is
being held and no input is present.
The gate betvfeen the stretcher and integrator uses a current
svrLtchiing technique to reduce s^d.telling transients which, if present,
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would be integrated to cause an error, and when closed attenuates the
negative stretched pulse to less than 13 of its input amplitude.
There is an offset (about 40 mV) across the gate when it is closed, but
the only effect of this is to cause a slight slope on the top of the
output ratio pulse.'
high linearity of integration is achieved by the use of an
operational integrator circuit built around a
cunplifier.

702C integrated

However, the accuracy is limited by a pedestal appearing

on the beginning of the output ramp, caused by the gate across the
integrator capacitor opening.

Although this effect can be made small

by a suitable choice of gate transistor, with a lovr emitter base capacity
(2I'î706), a rather crude form of compensation has to be used to
eliminate it.

This consists of feeding a small part of the integrator

gate driving signal to the input of the operational amplifier opposite
that to which the integrating capacitor is connected.
Because of the difficulties which can be caused by pedestals
from input gates being added to the pulses to be stretched, these gates,
in this design, are normally open and the pedestals which appear when
they close occur at a time after the peak pulse height has been
measured and stretched.
The logic circuitry which is controlled by a single channel pulse
height analyser modified to give window, lower level discriminator and
upper level discriminator signals, and by a Schmitt trigger discriminator
circuit using a SGS

710 integrated amplifier, is fairly standard.

However, as mentioned before, there is a time delay of 40 nanoseconds
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between the denominator ramp reaching the trigger level of the
discriminator and the integration being stopped.

This is enough to

cause considerable variation of the output ratio pulse height as the
input pulse heights are varied, at constant ratio, unless the start
of the numerator integration is delayed by the same time.

The

necessary delay is provided by a variable RC network at the input to
flip-flop IIB.

Performance of the Ratio Circuit.
The ratio circuit described accepts positive pulses of 2 to 5
volts in height^and up to 12 microseconds long,with a minimum rise
time of lo5 microseconds over a ratio range of 0.1 to l^to give
positive 3 microsecond long output pulses of 0.5 to 5 volts.

Both the

dynamic range and the rise.time are limited by the stretcher circuits
which become non-linear above a 5 volt input due to saturation effects;
are non-linear below 0.2 volts input since the charging diode then
cuts off before the feed back loop has time to compensate for the gate
pedestal;

and are unstable for faster rise times.

The non-linearities

of the stretcher circuits have been checked to be less than 0,23 of
full scale over the 0,2 to 5 volt range and the decay in amplitude of
the stretched pulses is less than 0 .1 3 per microsecond.
The linearity of the ratio circuit, as measured on a multi
channel analyser and with an accurately calibrated attenuator to
provide the ratio input from a pulse generator, is shovm. in Fig,3-9.
The integral non-linearity is less than 0,23 of the full scale output.

FIG. 3-9
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The dispersion of the circuit on varying the input over the 2 to 5
volt range at constant ratio is less than Oo25/o of the full scale
output; values at typicaJ. ratios being
ratio

dispersion

1

0,04%

0,5

negligible

0,25

0 .2%

0,1

0.
2%

The analysis time of the circuit, depending on the input pulse
height, varies from about 10 to 20 microseconds and so a count rate
of about 5 X 10^ per second is attainable.

The change in output over

this frequency range is always less than 0.2% of the full scale
output.
An extension of this circuitry for the two dimensional counter
system, where two ratios with a common denominator pulse are taken,
was straightforward, since all that was required was another numerator
side of the circuit, which was then controlled by the existing
denominator and logic.
Since this circuit was built, several other designs of ratio
circuit have been reported.
That of Doehring et al (1969), using the properties of a
logarithmic function generator, and of Hodby (1970) using an analogue
multiplier in the feed back loop of an operational amplifier, acliieve
a dispersion of 1% over a larger dynamic range than that of the
author*s circuit,

Petin (1969) uses a rather complicated analogue to

digital coding technique to give a dispersion of 0.4% over a dynamic

44»
range of 100:1,

However, it does not seem that these would be any

more suitable for the author*s counter systems.

45.
Chapter

TJ*
PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS FOR POSITION SENSITIVITY
_____________ IN ONE DIMENSICN.______________
In Chapter II it was stated that the intrinsic limitation to

position resolution in a gas proportional counter is due to the
diffusion of the primary charge carriers, combined with the possible
spreading of the discharge by ultra-violet effects*

It was hoped that

it would be possible to justify this statement by resolution measurements#
Unfortunately, the other limiting factors such as the electronic noise
in the system, which is particularly important with this resistive
method of position location, the interaction of the radiation with the
detecting medium and the lack of collimation of the incident radiation
tend to be present in most cases, and often mask the intrinsic counter
effects.

However, it can be shovm that for the case of the avalanches

resulting from single electrons (where N = 1 in equation 2,13) in a
counter of suitable length, operated at high gain, it should be
possible to separate resolutions of the order of the diffusion
limitations from the other effects,
T\-m counters vrere built, one 10cm long and the other 100cm long.
The shorter of these was intended for a)

the measurement of the position resolution of single
electron avalanches to allow comparison with the
diffusion theory,

b)

the measurement of alpha particle and x-ray resolution
for v/hich diffusion effects should be small.

46 o

The 100cm counter was intended to demonstrate the potential
of this method of position detection for possible use in scattering
experiments or in the focal plane of a magnetic spectrometer.

The Design of the One Dimensional Counters.
The proportional counters for sensitivity to position in one
dimension are of standard cylindrical geometry as shovm in Fig,4-1.
Both counters are constructed of cylindrical brass tubes of
3cm diameter with a window slit of width 1cm machined along ?o5cm and
97.5cm of their length respectively.

Aluminised mylar windoifs v/ith

the internal aluminium coating making electrical contact with the brass
are mounted over the slits, and inlet and outlet pipes are provided at
both ends of the counters to allow filling gas to be flowed through
them.

The end pieces of the counters, attached to flanges in the brass

tubes, are of perspex and there are 0-ring gas seals between the parts
to maintain gas tightness.

Nickel field tubes of length 2cm and

diameter 5mm are mounted on the perspex ends.
thick walled brass of 2mm diameter,

The guard tubes of

are mounted on brass plugs which

screw into the perspex end pieces against 0-ring seals.
1 0 jxYrt. diameter stainless steel wire was chosen for the counter
anodes because of its high resistance (Ô5 ohms per cm), availability and
relative ease of handling;

although, because of the fineness of the

wire, the normal method of mounting a proportional counter anode that of attaching it to a spring at one end of the counter and fixing
it at the other - could not be easily managed.

The vdre ends are

FIG. 4-1
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criniped inside copper capillary tubing of 1mm outside diameter and
Oo3mm inside diameter, vhich gives a good electrical connection to
the resistance wire.

This capillary (with the wire attached),

insulated from the guard tubes with rubber sleeving, is held in place
at the outside of the brass plugs with epoxy cement.
A liner is fitted to the barrel of the short counter only and
initially an aluminium one was used;

but this v.^as changed to copper

for reasons which vn.ll be mentioned later.
Copper boxes are provided at the ends of the counters for the
purpose of shielding the connections to the power supplies and to the
preamplifiers which are very sensitive to electrical interference.
In order to reduce electromagnetic interference induced in the
loop which is formed by the anode wire and the preamplifiers, the
signal from one end is brought along the bottom of the counter barrel
by means of coaxial cable to the other end.
of the loop.

This minimises the area

Both preamplifiers are connected to the same end box.

The signal in the coaxial cable is guarded by having the outside
braiding at the anode wire potential.
The counters* circuit is shown in the block diagram of Fig,3-1,
the anode positive voltage being provided by a variable 6K7 power pack,
and the field tube voltage from a potentiometer connected to the same
power supply.
For the 10cm counter the total anode electrode resistance is
700 ohms vdth a capacity of about 10 picofarads including the capacity
of the coaxial cable;

and so using a preamplifier which has

= 20
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picofarads and whose field effect transistors has

about 200 ohms,

the noise in the system for equal differentiating and integrating time
constants of

2 microseconds can be calculated from equations 3*9 and

3.10*The equivalent noise
N

=

on the positionsignal

5 X 10^ m s electrons

is then

4*1

and on the total signal
3 o25 X 10

Nt=

t
m s electrons.

4.2

The resulting position resolution depends on both these quantities but
mainly on the noise on the position signal.

For counter pulses

7
equivalent to 3 x 10 electrons at the preamplifier inputs, the
diffusion limitation for single electron avalanches in methane should
be a factor of two above the noise limitation.
Similarly, in the 100cm long counter where the resistance is
6.6 kilohms and the capacitance less than 100 picofarads, the
equivalent noise level on the position signal is calculated to be
N

=

1,22 X 10^ m s electrons

4*3

and on the total signal
Nt =

3
2.6 X 10 rms electrons

4*4

In this case it is the Johnson noise from the anode which predominates.

The Short Counter S;^^tem.
With the 10cm long counter connected as in theblock

diagram

Fig.3*l, the electronic s;^^tem was checkedwith simulatedproportional
counter pulses, of rise time 100 nanoseconds and fall time of 100
microseconds, from a mercury relay pulse generator.

These pulses were
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injected at either end of the counter through a 20 picofarad capacitor
and allowed a calibration of the gain of the system and a measurement
of the noise level to be made.

In the work to be described, the

amplifier gains were usually such that the pulse heights from the
7
counter were equivalent to about 5 x 10 electrons at the preamplifier
inputs.
According to Hanna, Kirkwood & Pontecorvo (1949), a counter
used to give an output of 10

7

to 10

6

electrons is no longer operating

in the proportional region of amplification, the criterion for this
being that the product of the number of primary electrons and the gas
gain should be less than 3 x 10^ if the ionization is over a small region
of the counter.

As it may be that the Geiger threshold is being

approached, the work of Rose & Korff (1941) suggests that it is probably
not justified to assume that ultra-violet effects are not present.

As

will be discussed in the next chapter, these may take the form of the
photo-emission of secondary electrons at the cathode or in the gas.
In order to check the operation of the 10cm counter at such a
gain, the pulse shapes from the preamplifiers due to single electron
avalanches in 90^ argon 10^ methane mixture, flov/ing through the
counter, were observed.

(The avalanches resulted from photoelectrons

released from the counter window by a focussed beam of light, as wj1T
be mentioned later).

It was found that the leading edges of these

pulses were ragged, having a staircase-like appearance v/ith a time
between steps of about 0,3 microseconds.

Since this corresponds to the

time taken for an electron drifting at about 5 x lO^cm/seconds to cross
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the 1.5cm distance between the anode and cathode, it seems that the
stepped leading edges were due to photoelectroris being released from
the aluminium liner of the cathode by the ultra-violet photons from
the discharge.

The replacement of the aluminium liner with a copper

one, passivised

by the formation of a thin copper oxide layer, as

recommended by Curran & Graggs (1949)) to give it a low photo-sensitivity,
reduced the observed effect but did not eliminate it.

However, if the

percentage of quenching methane in the argon was increased to about
the ragged leading edges of the preamplifier pulses disappeared.
A loss of energy proportionality of the counter for pulse
7
heights of about 5 x 10 electrons was demonstrated with the 5*5 ICeV
alpha particles and the 14-22 keV x-rays of americium 241;

as the

pulse height from the alpha particles was less than tvnlce that from the
x-rays.

The Measurement of Position Resolution
for Single Electron Avalanches._______
As was stated earlier, the measurement of this quantity provides
a method of checking one of the fundamental limits to the resolution of
the counter.
The 10cm counter was fitted with a 40

thick mylar vriLndow,

lightly aluminised on the internal side to give about
transmission.

optical

Photoelectrons were released from this aluminium surface

by light focussed on^ the mylar through a narrow slit of less than 0.3mm
width placed against the window.

In order to achieve a reasonable count

rate of a few hundred counts per minute,

a 6 volt, 55 watt, quartz
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iodine lamp, enclosed in an aluminium casing with a condenser lens
mounted on a draw tube for focussing, was used and the lamp was
pœæred by a 50 c/s ac from a transformer.

Since the overall count rate

was low (not greater than 500 per minute), there was little possibility
of pile up of pulses from the counter, even if all the photoelectrons
were released at a time corresponding to the peak voltage being
applied to the lamp.

Care was taken vrnth the selection of the aluminised

mylar used, so that there were no pin holes or scratches in the aluminium
coating from which photoelectrons might be preferentially emitted,
After position calibration of the system with the light source,
the resolution was measured for a number of different mixtures of argon
and methane flowing through the counter at about 50 cc per minute.
gases used were Air Products ^0% argon/lO/ methane mixture and Air
Products methane (96/ pure), the mixing being carried out after the
flow of each was regulated in a mercury manometer flow meter.

The

voltage applied to the counter ranged from 1740 volts for 90/ argon/
10/ methane, to 3230 volts for methane alone.
The overall resolution figures varied from 1.1mm FbHM for no
argon in the mixture to a minimum of 0.96mm for 23/ argon/77/ methane
and then to a maximum of 2.6rm for 90/ argon/10/ methane.

The

experimental values of the resolutions are shovm in Fig.4-2 and are
discussed in Chapter V, v/here they are compared with the theoretical
predictions for resolution limitation due to diffusion.
A possible source of error in these measurements v;as the
setting of the EHT voltage so that the pulses analysed were from the

The
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same part of the

single electron pulse height spectrum in each case.

This was checkedand it vras found that the resolution did
changes of about
that the voltage

+ 2^ in thisvoltage.

not vary for

It seems fairly certain

could always be set vrithin this limit in practice.

A

narrower silt (less than 0.1mm) was used, the count rate then being less
than 100 per minute, to see if this improved the resolution.

However,

no such effect outwith the errors in the previous readings was
observed.

A typical position peak is shœm in Fig.4-3.

The range of pulse heights processed by the ratio circuit was
7
measured with the mercury relay pulse generator to be 2.56 x 10 to
6.4 X 10

7

electrons.

I

electrons, with a noise level of approximately 5*4 x 10“^ rms
The average effect of this noise, found by continuously

varying the pulse generator output over the input range, was equivalent
to a resolution limitation of 0.33Kim.
The significance of the above results is discussed in the
following chapter;

the resolution for the single electron avalanches

does not appear to be limited by either electronic noise or collimation,
and the resolution of 1.1mm for methane is reasonably close to the
figure of 0.75™ calculated in Chapter II.
However, according to the diffusion theory, it would be
expected that the intrinsic resolution for alpha particles would be
better than this, since K* (the number of primary electrons) of equation
2.14 is then large.
see if this was so.

The following measurements were carried out to
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The Measurement of Position Resolution
for Alpha Particles.________________
A collimated beam of 5o5 MeV alpha particles was obtained from
a 1mm vri.de strip ofamericium 241 of strength 20

mounted on a lead

backing, and placed 1cm behind tv;o 3mm thick aluminium plates which
formed a variable slit.
counter through a 5

The alpha particles were allovfed to enter the
thick aluminised mylar v/indow.

If allovjance

was made for the thickness of the source covering, the 1cm of air
between the source and the slit, and the mylar thickness, the range of
thealpha particles

inside the counter v;as calculated to be about 8mm,

Vlith a flovf of methane through the counter and the source
mounted on a travelling microscope stand, the linearity of the counter
across its middle 4cm was measured to give the result of Fig,4^4*

It

was found that the resolution v;as dependent on counter voltage for a
constant setting of amplifier gain and ratio circuit window vri.dth, which
7
7
only accepted pulses in the range equivalent to 2,56 x 10 to 6,4 x 10
electrons at the preamplifier inputs.

The best resolution figure

attained of about 0 ,42mm was above the noise limitation of 0,33mm,
The position peak for this resolution is shovjn in Fig,4-5•

The same

value for this alpha particle resolution was found for ^0% argon/lOri
methane gas, and agreed fairly well vri.th the measurement on an auto
radiograph of the collimated source.

This was made with a photographic

plate placed at a distance of one half of the alpha particle range from
the slit, and suggested that the effective collimation V7as 0,4 to 0,^=m,
The fact that there was an improvement in resolution vfith
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increasing counter voltage suggests that the position resolution for
large pulses is not so good as for sB'all ones, perhaps because the
larger pulses ma,y result from particles which move at an angle to the
perpendicular to the counter wire.

Eith their ionization spread over

a greater length of counter, these particles may give pulses which are
not so strongly limited by the space charge in the avalanche as are
the pulses from particles perpendicular to the wire. Fig .4-6 shows
the variation of alpha particle resolution with pulse height for two
fixed counter voltages, the dotted curve being the corresponding
limitation to the resolution of pulse generator pulses due to noise.
This was carried out using a two dimensional multichannel pulse height
analyser, with the total pulse height on one bank of channels and the
position signal on the other.

As can be seen, the resolution curves

are always above that of the noise^due to the ifidth of the source, and
they decrease with increasing pulse height to a minimum and then increase
again.

It can be shoi-.n that the decrease at the beginning is just that

of the noise effect becoming less important.
the large pulses is indeed poor.

However, the resolution of

It should be mentioned that the noise

curve is not really the shape which would be expected - that of the
noise limitation being inversely proportional to the pulse height.

The

approach to a constant limitation at large values of pulse height is
thought to have been due to the introduction of interference to the
signal from the ratio circuit.

This interference occurred on long

cables which were used between the circuitry and the pulse height
analyser.
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The Measurement of X-ray Position Resolution,
A beam of x-rays from a high intensity do powered x-ray tube,
fitted \i±th a focussing 100

broad filament assembly^ was collimated

by a fine round edged slit before entering the 10cm counter*

The

width of the beam at the equivalent distance in air of the back wall
of the counter was checked photographically to be less than 0#l^m,
VJith a cobalt anode in the tube giving x-rays of 6*9 keV, the
position resolution was measured at a count rate of about 100/sec* for
a number of different percentages of methane in argon, the counter
7
7
output pulses being in the range of 3,45 x 10 to 6.6 x 10 electrons.
The variation of the resolution with mixture is shown in Fig#/r-7 where
it can be seen to deteroriate from about 0.6nm for 50% methane to
about 2mm for 10/ methane present*

The best resolution of 0.6mm was

considerably greater t h ^ the average noise limitation (approximately
0.25mm), but a careful check showed that this was not the result
either of poor collimation of the beam or lining up of the counter vrith
the beam*
The x-rays are absorbed in the gas (mainly in the argon, since
the absorption coefficient of argon is about 30 times that of methane
at this energy) by the photoelectric effect^and for energies of this
order the photoelectrons are mainly emitted at right angles to the
incident beam.

Therefore, the resolution could be expected to be

limited by the range of the photoelectrons which ionize the gas*

A

calculation of the resolution limitation due to this effect is
complicated, but a typical value for the cobalt x-rays probably lies
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between 0.2 and O.Wii.

However, since the ratio of the range of the

x-rays of copper (ôkeV) to those of cobalt (6.9keV) in argon/methane
nrLKture is 3/^^ it could be expected that the position resolution for
the x-rays would be in the same ratio.

The resolutions for the x-rays

of copper (from a copper anode in the x-ray tube) were measured and are
also shown in Fig .4-7*

It can be seen that there is no significant

difference between the two energies of x-rays.
may be some other limiting factor present.

This suggests that there

Also the worsening of the

resolution when low concentrations of methane are used is indicative of
another effect - perhaps the spreading of the discharge by ultra-violet
photons.

This latter idea is borne out by the fact that if the counter

gain is reduced by a factor of 4; vdth a corresponding increase in
amplifier gain and noise level, the resolution in 90;^ argon/lO^ methane
actually improves from 2mm to 1mm;
counter gain

a reduction of a factor of 2 in

for a resolution value of 0.6mm did not seem to show any

improvement^although in this case the noise is of more importance and
could easily mask any other small change in the resolution.

The

possibility of ultra-violet effects will be discussed further in the
next chapter.
While these measurements were being made it was noticed that
the x-ray spectrum had a low energy tail which was due to afterpulses
which followed the main pulses within 2 milliseconds.

Fig.4-6 shows

an example of the output pulse height spectrum, the dotted tail being
the effect of the afterpulses.

An estimate of the number of these

pulses was made by allovdng the total pulse signal from the counter to
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trigger a discriminator (set at a trigger level just above the noise)
and then, counting the output of the discriminator in two scalers^ one
of which had a selected insensitive time after each count accepted*
The difference in these two scalers, after correction for normal,
statistical effects, gave the required figure*

It was found in this

way that while the fraction of afterpulses could be as high as $0^ of
the number of miain pulses for the 6*9keV x-rays in certain mixtures of
argon and methane, the single electron avalanches showed only a 1 or 2>
effect*

This suggested that the cause of the effect was probably

electron capture by some impurities in the gas in the drift region of
the counter, with the subsequent release of the trapped electrons in
the high field region around the anode (see Uilkinson (1950)).

The

impurities seemed to be present in the methane gas used, and replacement
with research grade methane (99.95m pure) allowed the level of the
afterpulsing to be reduced to less than 2 % for the x-rays*

A typical

time distribution of these pulses with respect to the main pulses is
shovn in Fig*4^-9^ the majority of the afterpulses lying within the
first millisecond.
The presence of

afterpulses is really only of importance

in position measurement if they have a pulse height such that they
can be analysed along A-riLth the main pulses and so contribute to the
position resolution*

In the case of alpha particles where the number

of afterpulses could be expected to be fairly large « since the number
of primary electrons which may be captured is high - their pulse
height v;ill be dovai at the level of the noise and they can, therefore,

FIG. 4-9
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5Ô*
be ignored.

For the pulses resulting from single electron avalanches,

the opposite is true - here the pulse caused by the capture of an
electron in the drift region will not really appear as an afterpulse
but rather as a delayed main pulse.

However, the chances of the one

electron being captured are low and so it seems unlikely that this
effect need be considered with regard to the resolution measurements
for the single electron avalanches.

In the case of the x-rays of

about 6 to 8 keV used here, the loss ofproportionality which
accompanies high counter gain has the effect of bringing the pulse
height of the afterpulses close to thatof the x-rays.

It was measured,

however, that even for the case of the ^0% afterpulsing
than 5^ extra ratio circuit output pulses.

there wereless

It is unlikely, therefore,

that this would alter the position resolution of the x-rays, and
certainly a check, with a gas filling which gave only a few percent
afterpulses, showed no improvement in position resolution.

General Measurements on the System,
As was mentioned in Chapter I, one of the advantages of a
proportional counter over a spark chamber should be in the count rate
capability of the device.

With the 10cm counter system, a rate of

output of position information of 2 x 10^ counts per second was
recorded over 1cm of counter, i.e. about 20 times that of a spark
chamber.

However, measurements have suggested that for the cobalt

x-rays incident on a very short length of counter (about 0,15mm), the
3
resolution was tvd.ce as poor at 5 x 10 counts per second as at 100

59.
counts per second.

The worsening of the position resolution at the

higher count rate was probably due to errors in the measured position,
as a result of the pulses from the main amplifiers being superimposed
on small undershoots from the previous ones, and not to any basic
counter effect.
As far as the efficiency of the electronic s^^etem is concerned i.e. the proportion of counter pulses analysed by the ratio circuit this is limited by the relation between the input range of the ratio
circuit and the pulse height spread from the counter, and also by the
possible loss due to the 20 microseconds dead time of the ratio circuit.
For the x-rays used above, the efficiency at low count rate was about 752*

The Demonstration of the Cne Iletre Long Counter.
The last of the work carried out on the one dimensional system
was the demonstration of the 100cm long counter, which was set up in
the same way as the short counter.

The linearity of this counter was

measured using the collimated americium alpha source, and as can be
seen from Fig,4-10, any non-linearity is less than 0*2^ of the full
scale output.

The resolution of the alpha source,measured in methane,

and in 90|i argon/10;^ methane mixture, was 1.2mm at one end improving
7
to 0,9mm at the other, for counter pulses in the range 3#45 % 10 to
7
8 , 6 X 10
electrons. It appears that in this case the limitation to
resolution was a combination of the electronic noise from the system,
the dispersion of the ratio circuit, and the collimation of the
source,

A typical position peak is shoi-m in Fig.4-11.
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Chapter V .
THS PEBFORlomCE OF THE Œ E DIÎTBÎCSICRIAL
COUÏITER SYSTEII.

The limitation to the resolution of a gas proportional counter
owing to the diffusion of the primary electrons in the gas was shov.n
in Chapter II (equation 2.13) to be of the form

5-.1
A typical value of about 0 . 7 5 ^ ^ ™ was calculated for methane and, in
order to allow a comparison between the experimental resolution of the
single electron avalanches (where N = l) and the diffusion limitation
to be made, it is necessary to evaluate D/_, for different mixtures of
argon and methane.
No experimental data is available for D/.^ in argon/me thane
mixtures,

Vorobev et al

(1962) have calculated values of a

closely

related quantity, the electron temperature, for small fractions of
methane in argon, from their measurements of electron drift velocity
in the irdxture and from data on the mean free path of electrons in
argon of Toi-msend & Bailey,

However, their method is not applicable

to more than about 5;o ofmethane in the mixture.
Values of D/r in

ti

a gas mixture can be calculated in

the

foUo.dng way.

The Diffusion of Electrons in Argon/Hethane Fixture.
For the electrons in a gas it has been shovm by Tovmsend
(eogo 1947) that if a Iloxv/ellian distribution of energy is assumed

6l.
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^
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where D is the diffusion coefficient of the electrons in
the gas at pressure P, temperature T, under the
influence of an electric field of E volts per cm.
W is

the drift velocity of the electrons in the gas.

f is

the fractional energy lost by an electron in a

collision id-th a gas molecule.
X is the electron mean free path at 1mm pressure,
u is the rms agitation velocity of the electrons
and Vj is the electron temperature.
Since the electrons in a gas mixture undergo collisions with
the molecules of both constituents of the mixture, the number of
collisions per cm will be the sum of the number of collisions per cm
vd.th each

constituent, and in a similar way the energy lostper cm

will be the sum of the energies

and

I

F
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XcHtv

4 ^
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lost per cm to each constituent, i,e*

Cl-F^

•fcMv,
XcHvf
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is the fraction of methane in the mixture.

€.1
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This last equation can be reduced to
4"YW

_

F

X\w

feu It

r.g

X CH H-

since it has been shovn by Cottrell & Yalker (1965) that
^argon'^lO^, while X methane

—

methane/

Xargon,
\o

The quantity which

canbe calculated forthe electrons in the

mixture is actually( ^/^) where from

^
w

3g'^a

theequations 6,2

and 5*3 above

S'.3

E

Tv‘
7o procedures, using different experimentally measured
quantities, for calculating (

be outlined.

The first of these is similar to a method used by English &
Hanna (1953) for argon/carbon dioxide mixtures.
of the mean free path

Xand

This allows values

the energy lost per collision

for

electrons in argon/methane mixture to be calculated, by means of
equations 506 and 5o0, from the same quantities in argon and methane
separately.

The values of

Xand Ÿ iri the

particular value of electron temperature (

mixture are found for a
) and, from equations 5*3

and 5*4, they give the electron drift velocity (W) and electric field
per unit pressure consistent v/ith this electron temperature.
ratio (Vj/.^) in the mixture is found.

Thus the

The free path and the energy lost per

collision in methane are obtained from the measurements of Cochran &
Forester (1962);

and the free path in argon from the measurements of

To^vnsend & Bailey, which are listed in Healey & Reed (1941)*
The second method is rather more simple and was devised by

63.
the author.

It uses experimental values of the electron drift velocity

in argon/methane mixtures to allow the required quaritity ( ^ /p)

the

mixture to be calculated from the available experimental data on pure
methane,
From equation 5*0
4vvv.

F~. 'fi-HH

and from equations 5*3 and 5*4 it follows that

t

^

w.

f JO .

\
and so equation 5*0 becomes
Wyv^

_

£~.W

F .WcHuy

aa-ya.

ax

where u is defined for a particular (E/P) in the mixture» ’^CH, and
m
A
(e /p )
are the equivalent values, in methane alone, of the drift
velocity and electric field which are consistent vd.th this value of u^.
At any (E/p)^ of interest, Vf^.E/P^ is obtained from the data
of English & Hanna, and so

VJ

CH,
4•

( ^/ p)

CH, is found from 5*11»
4

Then

the electron drift velocity measurements either of English & Hanna or
Cottrell & Walker are used to allow

to be evaluated»

value of electron temperature (Y| ) at this value of
from the data of Cochran & Forester.
found»

The
is obtained

( /g) in the mixture is then
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Since (E/p ) is a function of position in a cylindrical counter
it should be the mean value of (V|/s) in the mixture over the distance
' drifted by the electrons which is used for calculating the diffusion
limitation.

Unfortunately, the lack of available data on the drift

velocity of electrons in methane at (e/p ) values above 3 volts per cm
per torr renders this impossible, and so values at fields corresponding
to the niddle of the drift distance of the counter are used.
is known,

Khen('^/g'>

is obtained from equation 5*9 and the value of the

resolution limitation for single electron avalanches is found from
equation 5.1 with M = 1.

Comparison of the Experimental Results ifith Theory.
Before the calculated figures can be directly compared with the
experimental results for the resolution of single electron avalanches,
it is necessary to make two corrections.

Firstly, the mean electronic

noise measured in the system (about 0.33mm) has to be added quadratically
to the theoretical figures, and then allowance has to be made for the
finite width of the focussed image on the aluminised mylar.

This was

carried out by summing a number of Gaussian distributions of F/JHia
predicted by the theory over the width of the working slit (0.3mm),
the calculation being performed on an

360//^4 computer.

The variation of resolution for single electron avalanches vd.th
gas mixture is shov/n in Fig.4-%, the black curve representing a fit to
the experimental points.

The errors shov/n are a measure of the

uncertainty of the full widths of the position peaks.
curves are shovai :

Three theoretical

65#

Curve (a) from the first method of calculating D/.J and
curves (B) and (C) from the second method.

(B) uses the drift velocity

in methane of Cottrell & Walker and (C) that of liht^Lish & Hanna.

It

can be seen that the agreement between the theoretical curves is
imperfect, giving some idea of the uncertainty of the data from the
literature.

The observed resolution, however, appears to be larger

than that predicted by the electron diffusion theory.

At low

concentration of argon the difference between the eicperimental and
theoretical values increases with decreasing percentage of argon, and
no explanation for this is offered;

while at high argon concentrations,

e.g. 90/ argon/10/ methane, it was found that the resolution measurement
was considerably poorer than expected.

lîLso this latter position peak

had a background tail on it which was not present on the others.

These

observations, together wdth the fact that at high concentrations of
argon, the leading edges of the preamplifier pulses were ragged, as was
mentioned before, could be consistent with the possibility that the
resolution here was not just limited by electron diffusion but was
being worsened by the spreading of the discharge by ultra-violet photons.
Ultra-violet photons have been observed to be liberated from
the avalanches in a proportional counter by a number of workers, e.g.
Rose & Korff (1941) and Campion (I960).

A possible result is to

increase the effective gas multiplication by the release of photoelectrons
either at the cathode or in the filling gas of the counter.

The

importance of this effect, and where the photo electrons are released,
depends on a number of factors, such as the gain of the counter, the

66.

constituents of the filling gas, and the material of the cathode;
and in the limiting case of the Geiger counter, it can lead to the
spread of the discharge along the counter length.

In the case of the

10cm counter, which may be operating fairly close to the Geiger
threshold, it is thought that there may be a spreading of the discharge
taking place for all the concentrations of methane used.

This could

be due to photoelectrons released in the methane quenching gas, and
also, for low concentrations of quenching gas^to photoelectrons
released from the cathode, as indicated by the ragged leading edges
to the preamplifier pulses.
The x-ray resolution measured is consistent with this reasoning.
The values for copper and cobalt x-rays were essentially the same and
did not appear to be limited by the collimation of the x-ray beam, by
the electronic noise or by the distance travelled by the photo electrons.
The resolution varied with gas mixture in a similar way to that for
single electron avalanches, in that it improved from about 2mm for
90/ argon/10/ methane, to Oo6mm for 50/ argon/50/ methane.

These

values possibly give a measure of the ultra-violet spreading of the
discharge (plus electronic noise), without the electron diffusion effects
being significant, although at a lower value of relative counter gain
than for the single electron case*
It is of interest to note that in the short counter the alpha
particle resolution, which was limited to 0 .42mm by lack of collimation,
did not show a variation with gas mixture.

This suggests that, at the

lower relative counter gain used, the spreading of the discharge.
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although possibly still present, was not so significant in its effect
on resolution.
As mentioned earlier, typical position peaks for the system
are shown in Figs. 4-3, 4-5.

If electron diffusion was the only

limiting factor to position resolution, it would be expected from
equation 2.3 that the resolution peak for single electron avalanches
would be Gaussian in shape.

However, the finite width of the masking

slit, the possible presence of ultra-violet spreading of the discharge,
and the electronic noise in the system could be ezcpected to alter this.
Fig«»4-3 shows such a peak and its deviation from a computer fitted
Gaussian curve.

Electronic Performance of the Counter System,

Both counters were limited in their resolution by electronic
noise, the measured limitation in the short counter being equivalent
to approximately 5*4 x 10^ rms electrons and in the long counter to
about 1.5 X 10^ rms electrons.

These figures are in fairly good

agreement with the values predicted theoretically, as expressed in 4*1
to 4*4*
The distributed RC time constant of the long counter system is
approximately 5*7 x 10

-Ô

secs, i.e.

1

and so the non-linearity

of the position measurements should be very small.

As mentioned before,

this non-linearity was less than 0.2/, which is about the same as that
of the ratio circuit itself.

Conclusion,

The measurements carried out on the one dimensional counters

6Ô.

have suggested that the spread of the discharge by ultra-violet effects
may be an important limitation to such a design of proportional
counter system»

It must be realised, however, that this is probably

just a consequence of the high counter gain which is necessary to
overcome the electronic noise in the system, and need not be a
limitation if a different method of obtaining position information is
used#

In general, with a counter of this type, the position resolution

will improve with increasing counter gain (since the signal to noise
ratio improves) until this other limitation is encountered#

However,

the optimum value of resolution found will depend on many factors, such
as the length of the counter

the resistance of the collecting electrode

and the pressure and constituents of the gas filling#
These counters have been s hoa-m to be capable of resolution of
about Oo5nmi in 10cm and 1mm in 100cm and so are an improvement on the
other designs of gas proportional or Geiger counters which were in
existence when the work was undertaken, e#g# the proportional counter
of Kuhlmann et al (1966) with a resolution of l#2nm in 30cm, and the
Geiger counter of LIcDicken (1967) i,d_th 2cm resolution in 70cm#

Their

resolution is also better than that of most seniconductor^ resistive
electrode type, position sensitive detectors, which are usually limited
in resolution to l}o of their length, e.g# ilelzer et al (i960) achieved
0#57mm resolution in 5•3cm,
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Chapter VI,
A PROPORTICMAL COLTER FOR PG3ITIŒ SENSITIVITY
_____________ IN Ti'IO DBIEMSIONS,_______
Introduction.
As was discussed in the first chapter, there were few detectors
available in 196? which could provide two dimensional position
information of high resolution over an area of several hundred square
centimeters for x-rays and charged particles and still retain a high
count rate capability and a simple readout system.

The author's work

on proportional counters for position sensitivity in one dimension has
shown the potential of these devices with respect to resolution, count
rate and ease of readout;

and it seems that if such a system were

extended to be sensitive over a given area, and to give position
information in two dimensions, it could be very useful for nuclear
scattering experiments or for the

image fornation of x-ray distributions.

The building of a proportional counter to be sensitive over an
area requires an anode which is extended in space but which still
maintains a high electric field close to it#

The simplest method of

achieving this is to have a plane of parallel anode vdres between two
parallel cathode planes, as reported by Rossi & Staub (1949).
anode wire acts as an individual counter;

Each

and so a counter array to

give position information in one dimension is available.

Such a

system has been introduced by Charpak et al (1968).
There are several vra;}’^ of obtaining two dimensional position
information from such a proportional counter, and most of these use
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two planes of wires arranged so that the wires in one plane are at
right angles to the wires in the other.
provide information in one dimension.

Each wire plane can then
The simplest case, which is really

only of use for charged particles which pass through such a detector,
is to have two separate counters at right angles to each other.

This

arrangement has been used recently by Amato & Petrueci (1968) for the
study of profiles of high energy particle beams.

For radiation

which is absorbed in the counter, the position co-ordinate in one
dimension can be obtained from a multivrire anode and in the other
from the cathode if it is also fabricated as a wire plane.

It is

important to note that while the position information as read out on
the anode wires is limited by their spacing - since each vd.re behaves
as a separate counter - the effect of the cathode wire spacing on the
position resolution is considerably smaller.

This is because the

cathode signal, which is due mainly to the movement of the positive
ions from the avalanche close to the anode, is induced on a number of
the cathode wires.

It is the mean position of the charge induced on

the cathode which must be measured.

It should be possible to observe

the same effect on a grid placed between the anode and the cathode;
and, in fact, position information in both dimensions should be
obtainable in this way, with only a small dependence on the grid wire
spacing, if two grids at right angles to each other are used.

This

method may have advantages over those which require the anode to give
information in one of the dimensions;

since an anode structure such

as a fine mesh, which itself is unsuitable for giving position

71.
infcurination, .may be used to reduce the limit.ation to resolution which
re suits from finite anode v/ire spacing.
This new method of obtaining the signal from electrodes placed
between the anode and cathode of a proportional coiinter is used in the
detector to be described in this chapter.

The electrodes are two grids

of resistive wire at right angles to each other;

and the ifires in each

are in series so that the mean position of the charge induced, on either
grid, b y the movement of the positive ions in the avalanche away from
the ,an.ode, can be determined by the method of charge division on a
resistive electrode.
It had been hoped that an anode of' very fine construe tion could

have been used in a. counter of this type, and some tests were carried oi
with nickel micromesh supplied by E.M .I.
58

This mesh was of 10

web aj

aperture but it appeared that a much larger aperture to web rati*

was required if the proportional counter avalanche was only to occur
close to the anode.

Although a mesh or grid of the required dimensions

possibly could have been etched on a suitable material., it was decided
just to use a plane of wires as the anode f or the testing of the two
dimensional counter <0
The T\-;o Dimensional Counter.
This counter, as shov.m in Tig.6-1;, consists of a plane of anode
wires held 1 ,9 cm from two» cathode plates with two planes of induction
electrodes mounted close together and positioned S2,7mnietrically
betw^een the anode and one of the cathodes.

The anode is of 25

diameter tungsten wire with a spacing between adjacent parallel element;
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O'f 3mm^ v.'hile the stainless steel induction wires of 2$ juOfvvdiameter
have a spacing of

between adjacent elements «

The anode; induction electrode, and spacer frames are perspex
of 23cm square inside and these, together with the other electrodes,
are separated with neoprene gaskets to maintain gas tightness.

The

whole assembly is clamped with lo5cm thick aluminium frames for
rigidity.

The counter is operated with a gas flow and provision is

made for the entry and exit of the gas by means of polythene tubing.
The perspex frame on which the anode is mounted is shown in Fig*6-2.
1mm holes drilled at 2mm intervals along two opposite top faces of the
frame allow nylon pegs of 1mm diameter to be inserted into the frame,
and by choice of the position of the pegs a continuous anode wire can
be wound, so that the separation between adjacent sections can be
1,3>5>7> etc. mms.

The 25

diameter tungsten vrire was chosen for the

anode, as this was found to be the smallest diameter of wire which
could be continuously wound around the pegs with relative ease,
anode frame was later wired with 10
to be a difficult operation).

(fn

tungsten wire, but this proved

The wire spacing of 3mm was adopted as

this was e:qperimentally found to be the minimum which would allow a
high counter gain without excessive sparking.

Considerable care vras

taken in the wiring of the anode frame by hand to ensure that the "wire
tension was uniform and that all the wires lay in the same plane.
It had been found from preliminary testing that the anode
;fires close to the edges of the counter were liable to spark unless
field control electrodes were provided around the edges on each side
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of the anode vrLres.

One of these is a copper frame of thickness

mounted on a perspex rim inside the a node frame, so that the
separation between the frame and the wires is 1.5mm*

and the other is

a lo5mm thick aluminium frame separated from the anode by a 1.5m;i
thick neoprene gasket.

Both field control electrodes, which penetrate

the sensitive area of the counter by 5mm around each edge, are held at
the anode potential.
The induction electrodes are mounted on a perspex frame in a
similar way to the anode.

The 2

5

stainless steel wire was chosen

in this case because of its relatively high resistance and the pegs in
the frame were arranged to allov/ a spacing of 7mm.

The resistance of

each set of wires end to end is 10 kilohms, and one set is insulated
from the other.

This was achieved by raising the wires in one plane

above the other by means of lengths of polythene tubing of 0,75^^
diameter placed under one set of wires between the pegs and the edges
of the perspex frame.
A number of different cathodes have been used in the counter.
The front cathode, i.e. the one in the half of the counter which does
not contain the induction planes, is 20 ja-Vvvthick aluminised mylar, while
the rear cathode has been either 0.8mm thick copper sheet or 5
aluminised mylar.

thick

This latter windovf, for the entry of alpha particles,

was formed by fixing the mylar to a brass frame with epoxy cement and
heating vd.th an infra red lamp to remove the creases.
Aluminium sides can be attached to the counter for screening
purposes, and an aluminium screening box surrounds the high voltage
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and preamplifier connections.

Fig.6-3 shows the counter with the

preamplifiers connected.

Block Diagram of the nlectrcnics.
The block diagram of the electronic arrangement has already been
described in Chapter III, but before the electrostatics of the system
are discussed, it is important to point out again how the position
information is obtained.

The resistive wires in each induction grid

are in series and so the ratio of the signal taken from one end of the
grid by a charge sensitive preamplifier to the total signal will be a
measure of position.

This is used for one dimension.

However, in order

to simplify the division circuit, the position in the other dimension
is obtained by dividing the signal from one end of this electrode, with
the other end earthed, by the total signal on the first induction
electrode,

Electrostatics of the System,
It has been shovai by I-Iorse & Feshbach (1953) that the potential
distribution around an assembly of parallel wires of unit line charge

ajcid spacing *a‘, Ijdng in the x,y plane is given by
Ÿ =

-

c .1

where the (x,z) co-ordinate system is centred on one of the wires and
z is the vertical distance from the x,y plane.

Some of the equipotentials

in the two dimensional counter, calculated from equation 6,1 for 100 volts
applied between the anode and cathode, are shoim. in Fig,6-4.

The presence
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of the induction planes was assumed to leave the equipotentials undistorted,

2

For small distances r from a wire where r

= x

2

2

+ z

CL.

cC

^

VO

so that the electric field is

G3

F oL JL
T*

v:hich is similar in form to the electric field from a single ;d.re in
cylindrical geometry:
Ÿ

while at large distance, i.e. z > a

— ^..1 ^ 1.
cx

fc.H-

Lt. IE CX
and so the electric field is constant.
Therefore, the use of an array of parallel wires as a counter
anode does result in an electric field which is high

close to the

wire, and has a constant value beyond a distance of the wire spacing
from the anode plane.

It is expected that in a proportional counter

most of the multiplication ivill take place close to the anode wires, and
so, each wire m i l essentially behave as a separate counter.
In general, in a gas proportional counter, a signal of opposite
polarity to that induced on the anode appears on the other electrodes;
the relative distributions of the charge between these electrodes
depends on the ratios of their capacities withrespect
ions.Unfortunately,

tothepositive

the case of the two crossedparallel vd_re

placed on an equipotential in a counter is difficult to analyse;

grids
the

nearest approach is that of Bunemann et al (1949) who considered the
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effect of a single grid in an ion chamber.
Because of the complexity of the situation the experimental
findings, mainly, are considered.
For the measurement of position information there are two
factors which are relevant in connection with the induction wire spacing
a)

The mean position of the charge induced by the avalanche at
the anode vd.ll depend to some extent on the position of the
avalanche with respect to the vd.res, i.e. on whether the
avalanche occurs opposite an induction wire or betvæen tvfo
such vdres.

b)

The size of the signal induced on an induction electrode vn.ll
depend on whether the avalanche occurs opposite a vnre of
the induction plane or opposite the space betv:een two v^rires.
This variation of amplitude of the mean signal value will
be periodic vjith the grid spacing.

In the case of two grids at right angles where one lies slightly behind
the other, the situation is rather more complicated as a result of the
shielding effect of one grid on the other.

Hovæver, periodic

variations in amplitude and periodic non-linearities in position vd.ll
occur in both dimensions.

For the particular experimental arrangement

used - that of taking the total signal from one dimension only - it is
clear that the apparent position recorded by the detector in the
dimension in which both position and total signals are taken, vd.ll only
be affected by the errors introduced by (a) above.

Hov;ever, in the

other dimension, where only a position signal is taken, the variation
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in amplitude of (b) vdll also cause position errors.

The fact that

the anode wires will also limit the resolution in one dimension will
lead to a rather complicated total effect.

The Electronic Noise in the S^^dem.

The capacity of one of the induction grids, placed between the
anode and the cathode, can be calculated from the potential distribution
of equation 6.1 to be 45 picofarads.

It is assumed that this is not

altered significantly by the presence of a second grid.

Then for C = 45

picofarads and the resistance of each induction electrode of 10 kilohms
the equivalent noise at the input of a position preamplifier is N = I.l6 X 10^ rms electrons

6,6

and the equivalent noise on the total signal is = 2,26 X 10^ rms electrons

6.7

as calculated from equations 3*9 and 3.10,
The Johnson noise appearing on the position signal will bo the main
limitation to the resolution.

The Operation of the Counter.

For almost all the experimental work vdth this system, the
counter, vjith a flov; of 90;i argon/104 methane through it, was connected
as in Fig.3-2.

In some cases, however, the storage

pulse height analyser and not an oscilloscope.

deviceused was a

The inductionwires

were held at zero potential and positive and negative voltage was
applied to the anode and cathode respectively.

In all cases the main
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amplifiers used had equal integration and differentiation time
constants of 2 microseconds.
It was found that in order to achieve an output pulse height
equivalent to 10

7

electrons at the preamplifier input with 5#5 KeV

alpha particles, the induction planes had to be held closer in
potential to the anode than the equipotential diagram of Fig,6-4
would suggest.

Otherwise, sparking took place between the induction

vfires and the anode field control electrode, apparently across the
insulation;

and the ratio of anode to cathode voltage had to be smaller

than 1:1 to eliminate it.
1,33:1*

The calculated ratio value from Fig,6-4 is

It later became apparent that this affected the gain of the

counter, which was about 10/ lower if the counter avalanche took place
opposite an induction wire than if it occurred between two such wires.
With amplifiers, of calibrated gain and equal 2 microseconds
differentiating and integrating time constants, on the anode and each
induction electrode, it was measured that 374 of the total charge
pulsejcomplementary to that on the anode^appeared on the induction
electrode closest to the anode, and 28/ appeared on the second
induction grid.

Presumably the other 354 was induced on the cathode.

The pulses from the induction planes were of opposite polarity
to the anode pulses, and were unlike the normal proportional counter
type pulses in that they returned to zero or close to zero after the
transit time of the positive ions.

In Fig.6-5 the shapes of the

pulses from the 5*5 MeV alpha particles of americium 241 are shovm for
7
signals equivalent to 10 electrons at the preamplifier inputs. The
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high tension voltage was ± 3300 volts on the anode and cathode
respectivelyo

These shapes were measured initially at the output of

a voltage sensitive preamplifier of 1 millisecond differentiating
time constant;

then at the output of a charge sensitive preamplifier

of 50 microseconds differentiating time constant;

and, lastly, at

the output of one of the rain amplifiers of equal 2 microsecond
integrating and differentiating time constants, connected to a charge
sensitive preamplifier.
The fast pulse rise time of 400 nanoseconds corresponded to
the positive ions leaving the very high field region close to the
anode.

This fast rise was followed by a slowly rising portion, as can

be seen ivLth the voltage amplifier of long time constant, and this is
due to the ions drifting for about 150 microseconds from the anode to
the induction wires.

If the ions passed close to an induction wire,

a larger signal than othen-d.se was induced after 150 microseconds as
a result of the cylindrical geometry of the wire.

The pulse fell

again in about 200 microseconds as the ions moved from the induction
wires to the cathode*

It can be seen that the pulse rise at 150

microseconds, when the source was opposite an induction vdLre, appeared
on both the preamplifier and main amplifier outputs.

The pulse shapes

from the two sets of wares were very similar.
For all positions of the source the main amplifier output had
a 5a overshoot above the axis between 100 and 600 microseconds.

It is

clear that this could limit the accuracy of pulse division at high count
rate since pile up of a pulse on the tail of the one before it could
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take place.

Hov;ever, it icas found experimentally'’ that this overshoot

was reduced to a negligible size if double differentiation instead of
single differentiation was used in the main amplifier*

Total Pulse Height Information from the Counter.
As has been mentioned before, there is usually a loss in
proportionality of the pulse height wdth the energy deposited in the
counter gas, if a proportional counter is operated to give an output
pulse height of greater than 3 x: 10^ ion pairs.

The exact gas gain of

the two dimensional counter was not known because of the effect of the
amplifier time constant on the pulse shape, but a pulse, equivalent to
7
about 10 electrons, was required at the preamplifier input to achieve
a high signal to noise ratio.

Fig.6-6 shows the variation of the pulse

height with voltage applied to the counter for the alpha particles and
x-rays from americium 241.

It should be noted that the full 5®5 HeV

of the alpha particles was not deposited in the counter because of an
air space of about 1cm in the collimator and the thickness of the
mylar counter vândow.

The effective alpha particle energy was

probably less than 1 KeV.
The loss of energy linearity towards the operating pulse height
of 10

7

electrons at the input can be clearly seen.

Keasurement of Position in Tiro Dimensions.
A series of measurements of the linearity and the resolution
of this counter were carried out vri.th two collimated alpha particle
sources.

For the 5*5 KeV alpha particles the counter was operated at
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+ 3300 volts to give pulses equivalent of the order of 10

7

electrons

at the preamplifier inputs.
The linearities of the counter in the tvro dimensions for a
collimated line alpha particle source, with the total signal taken
from the dimension parallel to the direction of the anode wires
(X dimension), are shown in Fig.6-7*

It can be seen that there is a

non-linearity towards the high end of about 1^ of full scale in both
dimensions.
detector.

However, this was probably due to an end effect in the
For the induction electrodes R is 10 kilohms and C is about

-7
45 picofarads and RC = 4«5 ^ 10
seconds.

This is less than the

amplifier time constant of 2 microseconds, so that non-linearities of
I/O magnitude would not be expected from the behaviour of the
electrodes as diffusive transmission lines.
Figc6-8 is the detailed linearity over a short length of
counter in the X dimension under the two conditions of operation of
the detector, i.e. firstly, with the numerator and denominator signal
taken from the same

induction plane, and then the numerator taken from

the X plane and the

denominator from the Y plane.

It can be seen that

while within the accuracy of the measurements the case of both signals
from the same electrode shows no non-linearity effect, there is a nonlinearity in the other case at the period of the induction vjire spacing.
The position of the
true position.

alpha source was displaced up to + 0.7mm from its

Similar results vrere found in theY dimension, and it

is interesting to note that vrithin the accuracy of measurement, the
wire spacing of the anode did not cause any position error of greater
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than + 0*3mm.

This vras probably due to the diffusion of the priiiiary

electrons smoothing out the effect of the finite anode vriLre spacing.
In the dimension in which the total signal was not taken there
was a variation in the apparent position (as measured by the ratio
signal) with position in the other dimension;

with a collimated point

alpha particle source this shift, of amplitude of the order of 1mm, was
observed to be periodic id-th the induction i'ri.re s pacing in the other
dimension.

This effect was not observed if both position and total

signal were taken from the same wire.
The non-linearities which occur when the position and total
signals are taken from different induction planes are probably caused
by the small variations of the signal amplitude induced on the induction
electrodes, as discussed earlier.
The integral methods of measuring the linearity which were used
in the preceding investigation are not very sensitive to small changes.
This is partly due to the errors in measurement of the peak of a
position distribution which may be of 1.23mm FvH-I.

However, if a

collimated point alpha particle source is scanned at a steady rate over
a part of the counter, the number of counts per unit distance or the
differential linearity is recorded and this gives more accurate
information.
An americium 241 alpha particle source, collimated to 1.23mm
was mounted on an X,Y pen recorder which was driven with a triangular
wave form of 3 seconds period.

This allowed the source to be scanned

over a length in the X dimension or in the Y dimension.

83.
Typical X and Y differential linearities for the total signal
taken from the X and Y dimensions respectively are shorn, in Figs*
6-9 and 10*

Figs* 6-11 and 12 are the linearities for the total signal

talcen from the other dimension in each case.

It should be mentioned

that these curves were recorded monodimensionally and are not sections
through a two dimensional pattern*

Also, the zeros are arbitrary and

are not the same for each curve.
In the X dimension^ when both numerator and denominator are
taken from the X dimension, there is a ripple in the differential
linearity of about 12)1 amplitude at the period of the induction wires.
This is approximately equivalent to a shift in position of + 0.2mm and
is thought to be due to the error in position location caused by the
finite spacing of the induction wires - effect (a) discussed in the
section on electrostatics*

When the total signal is taken from the

Y dimension, the ripple in the X dimension is about 50^ amplitude, which
is equivalent to a shift in position of approximately + 0.6mm.

In the

Y dimension the curves are complicated by the finite spacing of the
anode wires as

this causes a periodicity.

In each of these cases a check was carried out to ensure that
the variation of counter gain which was observed, apparently opposite
the induction vrLres, did not alter the position count rate, as any
variation in this rate would have tended to invalidate these linearities.
From these measurements it would appear that there were periodic
inaccuracies, smaller than +lram in each dimension, in the location of
charged particles.
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The resolution liirdtation due to electronic noise was measured
7
to be 0.73::^ K jILI for pulses of 10 electrons from a mercury relay
pulse generator.

This is equivalent to a noise level of 1,4 x 10^ rins

electrons on the position signal and is close to the value of I,l6 x 10^
predicted by the theory of Chapter III (see equation 6.6).
The mean position resolution for alpha particles in the
dimension parallel to the anode was measured to be 1,2 5mm FI/HÏ4 when the
position and total signal were taken from this plane;

the resolution

limitation was thought to be a combination of the imperfect collimation
of the alpha particle source and the electronic noise in the system.
In the other dimension, where only a position signal was taken, the
width of the peak depended on the position, but was on average about
1,4mm,

If the Y dimension induction plane was used for the total

signal pulse, similar results were obtained.
It is interesting to observe that the spacing of the anode

\rires in the Y dimension did not limit the resolution in that dimension
as strongly as expected.

This is probably a consequence of there being

a large number of primary electrons to diffuse for each alpha particle
detected;

if there was only one such electron, the resolution in this

dimension would be no better than the anode wire spacing.

Demonstration of the Counter as an X-ray Camera,
The image formation capabilities of a proportional counter such
as this can be demonstrated either by recording the output information
from the ratio circuit on a two dimensional multichannel analyser, or by
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the display of the output on an oscilloscope vrith either storage
facility or a photographic readout of its cathode ray tube screen.
All these arrangements were used for the display of shadow images of a
number of objects irradiated with x-rays of about 40 keV peak energy
from a medical x-ray machine, or with x-rays of 14-22 keV from an
americium 241 source.

In the case of the oscilloscope output, the

brightness of the beam was controlled by a signal of preselected
length and delay from a pulse generator triggered by the X,Y position
information signal, so that only the peak X,Y position was recorded
and the zero spot and rise and fall lines were suppressed.
Some of the images obtained in this way are sho\mi in Figs.
6-13 to 18 and will be discussed later.

One of the difficulties

encountered was the presence of areas and lines of high and low counter
gain, which were apparently caused by certain of the anode wires
lying out of the plane of the others, or by small non-uniformities in
the peg spacing on the anode frame.

This effect was reduced as far

as possible by repositioning and waxing dovai to the edges of the
perspex frame any wires which seemed out of place;

but it was not

eliminated.
Also, the x-ray position resolution seemed rather poor.

In

fact, the image of the edge of a lead sheet which was placed in front
of the counter and exposed to the 40 keV x-rays took 5 ™ to fall to
half height.

Fig.6-19 shows a cross-section of this image stored on a

multichannel analyser.

The image of a 1mm slit in a lead sheet was

also found to be broader than expected, at 7mm FNHM, as in Fig.6-20;
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ILÎAG3 OP A HAIID WITH I4 - 22 keV
X-RAYS FROM AMERICIUM 241 A3
■

DISPLAYED OH A STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE
( DOSE OP 0 .5 MICRORADS. )

FIG. 6-14

IMAGE OP A SPa HHER WITH THE X-RAYS
PROM AMERICIUM A3 DISPLAYED OH A
STOH.AGS OSCILLOSCOPE.
DIAMETER OP SPAHHER =

6cm

( DOSE OF 2 MICRORADS )

: r

FIG. 6-15

IMAGE OF A GROSS SHAPED APERTURE
IN A LEAD SHEET WITH THE AMERICIUM
X-RAYS,AS DISPLAYED ON A STORAGE
OSCILLOSCOPE (WITH UNEQUAL GAIN IN
THE X & Y DIRECTION)
LENGTH OF CROSS = 11cm. WIDTH OF
ARM = 2cm.
(DOSE OF 2 MICRORADS)

FIG. 6-16

IMAGE OF THE SAME CROSS AS RECORDED
PHOTOGRAPHICALLY FROM A NORMAL
OSCILLOSCOPE.
(DOSE OF 4 MICRORADS)

FIG. 6-17

, IMAGE OF A SPANNER WITH 40 keV
PEAK X-RAYS FROM A MEDICAL X-RAY
MACHINE AS DISPLAYED ON A STORAGE
OSCILLOSCOPE.
DIAMETER OF SPAIÎNER HEAD = 8cn.
(DOSE OF 1 MICRORAD)

FIG. 6-18

II-IAGE OF A RAT WITH THE 40 keV
PEAK X-RAYS AS DISPLAYED ON A
STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE.
(DOSE OF 15 MICRORADS)
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and yet the x-ray beam passing through the counter was checked
photographically to be only 1mm wide.
resolution was only about 1mm.

The noise limitation to the

Certainly the distance travelled by

40 keV photoelectrons in the argon/ir.ethane filling of the counter is
about 1cm in a direction perpendicular to that of the incoming x-rays,
but the poor resolution cannot be totally due to this, as it was
possible to obtain a resolution of 3.3mm in the 10cm long one
dimensional counter, set up in the same geometry and with the same
x-ray beam.

The above figures were obtained with the numerator and

denominator signal taken from the same induction wires in a direction
parallel to the anode wires;

but there was very little difference if

either the other induction wires were used for the denominator or if
the resolution was measured in the other dimension.
Also it seems unlikely that a limiting factor v;as ultra-violet
broadening of the discharge, as an increase to ^0% of methane quenching
gas did not improve the resolution.
The reason for the poor x-ray resolution is not understood,
but it is thought that the variation of the counter gain close to the
induction wires may have had the effect of shifting the apparent mean
position of the ionization released by the photoelectrons from the x-rays
However, it has been decided to leave this problem to be
investigated at a future date after a new counter has been built and the
gain modulation effects are possibly no longer present.
Some of the images obtained and displayed on an oscilloscope
are shown in Figs. 6-13 to 18 - those of a hand and a spanner exposed

FIG. 6- 19&20
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to the 14-22 keV x-rays from the americium source and of a cross,
cut out from a lead sheet, exposed to these x-rays.

The image of a

different spanner taken with the 40 keV x-rays from a medical x-ray
set is also shovm, as is the image of a rat with the same x-rays.

In

the image of the rat, the dark area down the centre is thought to be
the area of the animal^s backbone and the thicker part of its ribs,
which were not resolved.
The radiation'dose which is shown for each figure was obtained
from a calibration of the americium source and the x-ray machine
against a standard ion chamber.

The effect of the differing doses on

the qualities of the images can be seen.

For instance, the image of

the hand with a 0*5 microrad dose shows considerable grain or quantum
noise, vrhile the crosses, with their 2 and 4 microrad doses do not show
50 much.

The lower the dose, the less detail is perceptible^and it has

been shorn by Toi et al (1955) that the minimum fractional change in
intensity observable between resolution elements can be expressed as

where k — 3, and N is the number of counts in a resolution element.
Thus, for the observation of a fractional change in intensity of 0.3,
M must be about 100 counts. For the tw^o dimensional counter with its
resolution of 7mm FdHi-I and a detection efficiency of about 6^ for 20
keV x-rays, this would be equivalent to a dose of approximately 2 microrads.
One method of reducing the dose requirement of this detector
would be to use a krypton/methane filling, as this would raise the
detecting efficiency, e.g. for 20 keV x-rays from Sii to 25;o.

ÔÔ.

Almost all of the above work was performed at a fairly low
2
count rate of around 5 x 10 /second, but in fact the counter was shca-m
to operate at a count rate of 2 x 10^^/second with an output from the
ratio circuit of 1,4 % lO^/second,

The resolution at this count rate

fell to about l*5cm, probably due to the effect of pulses lying on
top of the overshoots of the previous pulses.

As has been mentioned

before, double differentiation of the pulses removes this overshoot
and should allow count rates of 2 x 10^/second to be achieved without
any fall of resolution due to electronic effects.

Conclusion.
This counter system has been shoim. to provide accuracy of
location and resolution of better than 1.4 nim for alpha particles in
both dimensions over an area of 23cm x 23cm.

The resolution for 40

keV x-rays, unfortunately, is considerably poorer.
There were some difficulties in the operation of the detector,
mainly as a result of the high gas gain necessary to achieve the
required signal to noise ratio for good position resolution.

For

example, sparking vras found to occur both across the insulators and
inside the volume of the counter.

The first effect was reduced by

offsetting the potential of the induction wires, as mentioned earlier.
It was found that the spurious pulsing in the counter volume was
excessive if x-ray energies of a few keV were to be observed at a
7
pulse height from the induction wires of about 10 electrons.
However, it is important that a counter such as this should be able to
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operate with soft x-rays and with minimum ionising particles which
deposit about 5 keV per cm in argon at atmospheric pressure.

The use

of a larger fraction of methane in the mixture did not reduce these
spurious effects, but 90/ argon/lO/ propane mixture allowed the 5*9 keV
x-rays of iron 55 to be detected at the required counter gain vd.th a
negligible background.

It has been reported by Charpak et al (1970)

that argon/isobutane mixtures i-rill al.lovr output pulses of the order of
10^ electrons to be achieved in multivTire counters without sparking,
and it may be that this gas would further improve the performance of
the author*s detector for low energy x-rays.
It had been hoped that the spurious effects would be reduced
by the use of finer anode wire of 10 jjLVA- diameter at the same spacing
of 3mm.

Lovrer operating voltages were required (e.g. + 3 T\V instead of

+ 3*3 If/) but it appeared that the spurious pulsing inside the counter
volume was worse than before, either due to irregularities on the wire
or to dust particles which seemed to adhere very easily to the fine
wire and were very difficult to remove.
It is proposed to build another chamber in v;hich more
effective guarding of the electrodes will be carried out to reduce the
effects of breakdown across the insulators.

This should remove the

need for the induction electrodes being held away from their correct
equipotential between the anode and the cathode, when high counter gain
is required.

Also it is hoped that, by having a stricter tolerance on

the anode v/ire spacing and planarity and by the assembly of the device
in a dust free atmosphere, the existence of areas of high and low gain
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and the spurious effects inside the counter volume may be considerably
reduced.

In order to improve the accuracy of location, the induction

wire spacing vd.ll be reduced to 3mm and the resistance of the
induction electrodes then will be increased by a factor of 2.

This

should reduce the non-linearity effects, which are present as a
result of the coarseness of the wire spacing, and also the electronic
noise.
It is interesting to note that with the charge division method
of obtaining position information and the same induction vd.re spacing
and counter gain as used in the preceding work, the chamber size could
be increased to 1 metre square for a limitation to resolution by
electronic noise of 2irm FdHII.

91.
Chapter VII.
CCMGLUSIŒ.

The work described in this thesis has demonstrated the potential
of gas proportional counters for the localisation of ionizing radiation
to better than 0,5/ of their sensitive lengths or areas and their
operation at count rates of up to 10^/sec.j

however, the capability of

energy measurement was partially lost as a result of the high gas gain
necessary to achieve high position resolution in the author's system.
There have been a number of proportional counter designs
reported during the course of this work, but these use different
methods of obtaining the position information.

For instance, korgue &

Chery (I960) obtained position information in one dimension by
measuring the time interval between the signal pulse from an event in
the counter reaching each end of the anode, which w^as constructed as
an inductive delay line.
BorkowsldL & Kopp (1960,70) used the variation vdth position of
the rise time of pulses induced on a high resistance anode to give one
dimensional information and extended the idea to give two dimensional
data by having a number of parallel anode wires.

The readout system

for the two dimensions was relatively simple as it only required four
preamplifiers and tvro rise time measurement units.
A proportional counter avalanche emits ultra-violet light and
the variation of the intensity vdth distance of the light reaching a
photomultiplier tube has allowed Scobie (1969) to obtain position
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information in one dimension.

However, this method does not give a

linear signal output with position and does not give as high
position resolution as the other methods.
An array of parallel anode wires placed between two plane
cathodes with each vrire behaving as a separate counter was shown by
Charpak et al (1960,70) to give position resolution of the order of
the anode wire spacing.

Each wire can be read out independently or

the method of connecting each one to a delay or resistive line can be
used (Charpak 1968).

Also Charpak et al (1970) have proposed the use

of a multiwire cathode or induction electrode, placed between the anode
and the cathode, with its wires perpendicular to the anode wires, to
allow position location in a second dimension.

It must be pointed out

that this method is very similar to that used by the author, but did
not appear in publication until after the author's system was built
and working.

Neumann & Nunamaker (1970) have demonstrated a two

dimensional counter system similar to that proposed by Charpak.
The available performance data of these detectors is compared
with that of the author's in Tables 1 and 2, which include the results
from the earlier Geiger and proportional counters.

Typical data for

semiconductor detectors and spark chambers is also given.

From this

it can be seen that the proportional counters have the advantage over
the semiconductor counters of larger sensitive area or length (with
the same order of absolute resolution), over Geiger counters of better
position resolution, and over spark chambers of higher count rate.
The position resolution of the spark chambers in two dimensions is
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marginally better but they require external triggering and so are not
so adaptable to different e^qieriir.ents.
Further it appears that of the proportional counters, only
those of Borkovjski & Kopp (1960,70) give better position resolution
than the author*s;

although certain of the others, such as the

multiwire chambers of Charpak et al (1970) are able to preserve pulse
height, i*e. energy information, at their stated position resolution*
Borkowsld. & Kopp also claim good energy resolution for 20 keV x-rays,
but at a lower gain than for optimum position resolution and it is not
stated ho/7 the energy resolving capability changes as the gain is raised
The better position resolution obtained in their case is a
result of the electronic noise level being lower because of the very
high resistance anode wire (10 kilohms per mm) which was used.

It

can be expected that the use of this material will also reduce the noise
in the author’s type of counter*

This reduction, for the 10cm counter,

should be a factor of 3$, and the noise limitation to resolution should
then be approximately 0.1mm at a counter gain ten times lower than
that previously used by the author.

At this lower gain it is probable

that the limitation to resolution thought to be caused by the spreading
of the avalanche would not be so significant, and the counter’s
resolution might only be limited by the diffusion of the primary
electrons, by the electronic noise and by the distance travelled in the
gas by photoelectrons or h rays.

The Application of Proportional Counters.
The properties of the proportional counters, reported by the
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author and others, suggest that these devices viill be useful for the
detection of charged particles and x-rays in the type of experiments
mentioned in the first chapter;

e.g. for the measurement of the

angular distributions of charged particles, for the focal plane of a
charged particle or x-ray spectrometer, or for the image formation of
radiation distributions.
The author’s work has demonstrated the recording of x-ray
shadow images with such a detector, and Borkowski & Kopp (1970) have
used their counters for the recording of x-ray diffraction patterns.
However, it should be pointed out that the range of the photoelectrons
released in the filling gas causes a limitation to the resolution
achievable, and that even if a counter which had no other limiting
factors - such as electronic noise - could be designed, the resolution
would alvrays be poorer than that of a photographic plate for x-ray
energies above a few keV.
Multiwire counters of Charpak’s design have been used by
Amato & Petrucci (I960) for the analysis of the profiles of charged
particle beams, and by Koester (1970) for the measurement of the
scattering cross section of pions from light nuclei;

and there are

plans for the utilisation on a large scale of multiwire chambers for
the measurement of particle tracks in high energy nuclear physics*
One application, outlined in the first chapter, for which the
position sensitive proportional counters reported are not yet suitable,
is the recording of x-ray images in the focal plane of a reflecting
telescope;

position resolution for soft x-rays of about 0.2mm over an
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area of 1cm is required and resolution as high as this has not yet
been achieved in two dimensions.
A solid state system has been introduced for recording these
images for x-ray energies of 1 to 4 keV by Balias et al (I960).

A

lo23cm dianeter scintillator crystal was viewed with an irmge
dissector tube vfhich scanned 4Ô x 46 picture elements, each of 0 .23mm
diameter, in one second;

but this system is rather inefficient, as

only the x-ray flux falling on one 0 .25mm diameter element at one time
is recorded and this is less than 0.1^ of the total flux collected by
the telescope.

However, it is thought that if high resistance wire

(10 kilohms per mm) was used for the induction electrodes in the
author’s tjqie of tv;o dimensional counter, with an induction wire
spacing reduced to 1mm, and if an anode of very fine spacing was etched
on some suitable material, as proposed by Derenzo et al (1969), a
proportional counter giving the required resolution for this application
could be constructed.

This system would have a considerably higher

efficiency for x-rays of 1 to 4 keV than that of Balias et al.

a.
APPEÎJDIX
POSSIBLE OPESATIGI OF A PULSE GOUILfER
UITH AI: CRQANIG LIC.UIÜ FILLILG.

Introduction
Perhaps the main disadvantage of a gas detection medium is its
relatively low density and stopping power for ionizing radiation.
This is of importance in several ways in gas filled position sensitive
detectors.

Firstly, it results in a poor detection efficiency for

X and gamma rays (above 20 keV) in the normal size of chamber, and also

in a poor position resolution in this case because of the distance
travelled by the photoelectrons released in the medium.

Secondly, the

position resolution for ionizing particles may be limited by the
distance travelled by secondary electrons in the gas.
One way of increasing the efficiency for x-rays of such a
counter is to raise the pressure of the gas, pressures up to 10
atmospheres being usable.

This also has the effect of decreasing the

range of the photoelectrcns or delta particles (secondary electrons).
However, a more effective way would be to utilise a liquid medium, if
this were suitable for the detection of radiation.
This appendix describes an attempt by the author to observe
pulses resulting from the detection of ionizing radiation in a
cylindrical counter filled with an organic liquid.

It was hoped that

some evidence of pulse amplification as a result of avalanche
multiplication of the charge carriers in the liquid would be found.
In order that a pulse counter should operate satisfactorily and

that avalanche multiplication should take place, the mobility of the
negative charge carriers must be high, i.e. the carriers must be free
electrons as is the case for the liquid noble gases such as argon.
Liquid argon has been used in pulse ion chambers by Hutchinson
(1946), Davidson & Larsh (1946,50) and klarshall (1954);

but it was

only recently that pulses amplified by avalanche multiplication were
observed by Derenzo et al (1969) who have been stud^âng the possibility
of using a liquid argon filled counter for the space localisation of
high energy charged particles.

Space charge limited (Geiger type)

pulses of up to 5 ^ 10^ electrons were obtained from 1 MeV gamma rays
with a 4.1mm diameter cylindrical counter in which the electric field
at the anode surface was about 10^ volts/cm, but no proportional
pulses were observed.
The increase in the conductivity of certain organic liquid
when irradiated with x-rays or ionizing particles was noticed by Curie
(1902), and this has resulted in the use of current ion chambers, wd_th
an organic liquid filling for dosimetry.

The negative charge carriers

—^
—5 2
in the liquids were ions of low mobility (about 10
to 10 cm per
volt per second) and no evidence of pulses from these ion chambers was
found by Davidson & Larsh (1946,50).

However, Blanc et al (I96I) have

demonstrated avalanche multiplication in purified liquid hexane for
electric fields above 2 x lO"^ volts/cm, and they observed pulses of
-4
the order of 10
volts from 5.3 MeV alpha particles in a parallel
plate ’avalanche* chamber.

Also Samuel et al (1964) have recorded
g
20 volt pulses (equivalent to 6 x 10 electrons in the avalanche) from

1,3 I-IeV gajnna rays in hexane at lower fields in a parallel plate
counter;

end they have suggested that the charge carriers in this

2
case are free electrons of rrobility between 20 and 200 cm per volt
per second.

Recent measurements by Ilinday et al (1969) and SchTiidt &

Allen (1970) have confirmed the existence of free electron charge
carriers in very pure organic liquids.
Therefore, ion chamber and proportional or Geiger counter
operation should be possible with a cylindrical counter filled with a,
very pure organic liquid.

Experimental !!ork.
The following work was carried out in an attempt to observe
pulses resulting from the avalanche multiplication of charge carriers
in a cylindrical chamber filled with a liquid at room temperature.

In

order to obtain maximum efficiency for x-rays and stopping power for
charged particles it would be best to use a liquid whose molecules had
some constituent atoms of high atomic number.

However, since avalanche

multiplication had previously been observed in hexane, it was decided
to use this liquid as the detecting medium.
It would appear that for free electrons to exist, the liquid
must have a very low concentration of electron scavenging impurities
such as oxygen or water.

Therefore, purification is necessary before

commercially available liquid can be used.

However, chemical

purification is a difficult and rather specialised procedure;

and in

the following work the hexane used was merely fractionally distilled

a.
from a drying agent (lithium alnrinium hydride) a number of times
before being distilled under vacuum conditions into the test counter.
T’
.'J'o grades of high purity he:m.ne which were available were used ;
Hexane^Special for Spoctroscopy (B.D.H.}-which is
free of unsaturated hydrocarbon impurities
(alkenes, aromatics, etc.) but which according to
Kahan & norant (1965) may be only about Û0%
n-hexane and 20;^^ of other isomers.
Nanograde Hexane, manufactured by Mallinckrodt.
This contains less than 10 nanograms per litre of
electron trapping impurities other than oxygen and
water.

Here also there may be a fairly high percentage

of isomers other than n-hexane, but this should not
matter for the present work.
The counter was of cylindrical geometry and of a hybrid metal
and glass construction as shovn in Fig. (a).

The cathode, with a 1mm

diameter window covered vrith 5 ^ ^ thick mylar, was of

diameter

palladium tube and the guard rings were of 4mm diameter palladium.
28

A

diameter gold plated molybdenum anode wire was fitted, being

spot welded to lengths of tungsten wire for sealing into the glass
envelope.

It was found essential to reinforce all the glass metal

joints with epoxy cement to avoid vacuum leaks.

The counter was joined

by a length of glass tubing to a glass bulb of lOOcc capacity and
through this to a liquid nitrogen vapour trap and rotary vacuum pump,
as shovmi in Fig. (b).

The glass tube between the reservoir bulb and
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the vapour trap was not continuous but was joined in the middle with
a 2cm length of neoprene tubing.

This allowed the counter and

reservoir to be separated from the vapour trap so that the distilled
and dried hexane could be added to the reservoir.

Before the addition

of the hexane, the system was rinsed with alcohol and acetone, and the
counter and reservoir were partially de-gassed by heating with a gas
flame while the system was under vacuum.

When the heîcane was in the

reservoir (at a pressure of below 10 microns mercury) the dissolved
oxygen content was reduced by carrying out several freeze/thaw cycles
with liquid nitrogen.

The liquid was then allowed to distil into the

counter as the hexane temperature in the reservoir vras brought up to
the ambient level.

When the counter tube was full of liquid the

connection to the reservoir was sealed off.
Negative potential of 100 volts to 2,2 kilovolts was applied
to the counter cathode and the guard tubes were earthed so that no
leakage current across the glass could reach the anode.

As shovm in

Figo(c), for pulse measurements, the anode was ac coupled to a
voltage sensitive amplifier system of 1 microsecond integration time
constant and 100 microseconds differentiation time constant;

and for

leakage current measurements, the anode was directly coupled to an
electrometer.

The counter itself and its connections were shielded

from electrical interference by an earthed aluminium box.

Discussion.
No pulses were observed above the noise level for the 5'*5 MeV
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alpha particles of americium 2ifl, the 1.33 IleV gamma rays from cobalt
60j or the neutrons of several IleV from a radium beryllium source.
The background noise level v;as high (typically about 100 microvolts
rms at 2 kilovolts applied voltage) and appeared to be due to lealcage
current in the liquid.
The leakage current in various samples of both grades of
liquid was measured as a function of electric field and of time;

and

it was found that the current seemed to be more dependent on how
centrally the anode wire was placed than on the particular sample of
liquid.
(e).

The leakage current was of the order shoim in Figs. (d) and

The current decreased with time and had an approximately

exponential dependence on counter voltage above 500 volts.

Electrical

breakdown occurred for an applied voltage of about 2,2 kilovolts
(equivalent to a field of 4 x 10^ volts/cm at the anode surface).

The

current variations in parallel plate liquid filled counters have been
studied by Plumley (1941),

Ladu et al (1965) and others, and it

appears that electrolytic purification of the liquid takes place vith
time,

Ladu et al (1965) found that if the liquid was not of high

chemical purity this process could take up to seven days before a
residual steady current v:as reached.

It was not possible, however, to

leave unattended the cylindrical counter filled with hexane because of
the possibility of electrical breakdoim and fire, and so the longest
purification time used before pulse measurements were made was
approximately eight hours.
Thus it is very probable that the hexane vras not pure enough for
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the existence of free electron cliarge carriers.

This would prevent

the chamber worlcing as a pulse ion chamber and no charge multiplication
would take place,

much more elaborate purification using both

chemical and electrolytic techniques is probably necessary;

but if

this was carried out the counter would have to be designed so that
no materials vfhich might add impurities - such as mylar or epoxy cement
would be in contact with the liquid.
It appears to the author that research towards the operation
of a counter filled vrith a liquid at room temperature could yield
interesting and useful results;

however^ the necessary experimental

conditions of purity must be achieved and maintained over a period of
time.
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